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Docket Contains 23 Criminal, 96 Would
ing for a burning building, but
little enthusiasm over the pros- hituved a sigh of contentment
pect for statehood as any town w hen it was explained that only
ill New Mexico.
For one tiling, the fire (if hope had boon Light--e
l. Then just to show that all
there have been so many disap
point ments that it seemed bile the signs were auspicious, a bard
and Malm to raie any false rain set in and poured for half
hopes which might he dashed to an hour. There was not much
pieces. And another reason hi business
Monday
transacted
th it Alamogordo han never been afternoon. Everybody preferespecially desirous of Statehood. red to stand and talk with bil
It was one of the few towns in neighbors and friends about the
the entire territory which te- - good news.
turnad a majority against the; A big rally was held at the
adoption of the constitution.
court house in the evening. At
Hut as has been said, that i 7 : b the fire w histle blew a bmg
Wast for each of the states of the
before statehood actually was
W hen the news was reUnion, including New Mexico
ceived that the Senate and th and Arizona. Bonfires were lightHouse both had paired the
ed and signal guns ami anvils
Waal
which
were fired. Dr. J. R. Gilbert
resolution
known to be acceptable to the presided at the rally, and intro
President, the people began to duced the several speaki rs. Col.
thaw out and warm up a little. N. II. Herbert, Judge Byron
Then when the message came Sherry, Rev. John H. Murray,
that the l'resident had signed Rev. tieorge H. Givau, Judgthe statehood bill, everybody J. Bush, and Chi. D. W. Wood
legau to feel jubilant and to all spike with feeling upon the
congratulate
everybody else. subject of New Mexico's achieveThere was no dearth or lack of ment. One of the most pleasing
genuine satisfaction.
features was the singing of
Monday afternoou when the
by the many school
message came that Mr. Taft had children present. The rally was
signed the bill admitting New closed with the singing of
Mexico, without any further, "America" by the entire audidoubt, the fire whistle opened ence, led by Rev. J. A. Arm-

Civil Cases

a

Hundreds Dance for the Benefit of the Babies'
Sanatorium
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"New-Mexico-
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its unearthly screech, with the strong. Prof. Galindo's orchestra
tire bell chiming in. People ran furnished music that was approaround for a minute or so look priate, patriotic and inspiring.
Failure to Conserve Moisture
Means Big Loss

Dry-Farmin-

which will lie convened
h're on Tuesday, September
fifth, will he the last term of
the district court to be held in

Alamogordo.
The criminal docket of the
district court shows only twenty
three cases. The civil docket
contains ninety-sicases, but
many of them are of minor importance, and probably will not
be tried at thisterm.
The following compose the
veniro from which the grand
jury will lie draw n :
K. J. Gomal, Three Rivers

N. C. Oothran, Alamogordo

G. U. Worlord, Olouderoft
Francisco Saina, Tularosa
W. B. Muri el I, Alamogordo
J. D. Baldonado, Alamogordo
Juan Rico, Tularosa
Charley Walker, Cloudcroft
H. B. Harris, Mountain Park

John B. Walters, Cloudcroft
W. H. Woods, Alamogordo
H. A. Hanson, Alamogordo
A. J. Swope, Cloudcroft
Harry Work, Orog:ande
D. M. Jetfers, Weed
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J. W. Johnson, Mountain Park
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C. f. Knight. Oloudcmft
C. R M.Clure, Cloudcroft
L. A. Spencer, Weed
O. M. Lee, Sacramento Mts.
C. B. Holden, Tularosa
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Otero county under the territorial form of government. The
term of the federal court which
WÍ4I be held here in November,
will
be the lat term of that
a
court that will ever be held in

I
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The first annual ball given at as ever inspired dancing. All
the Lodge at Cloudcroft last expressed the keenest apprecia- .
.
m
Cinr.L. ........ .. km .in,- - oeiiewití .:non orvoi.i steever
,
s kindness.
,
The board of directors of the f
,
.
.
b.IO
m
w mi. bnbvi svo, w no was tne
Chainh T f U ramerce, " san th4 biggest
and most brilliant guiding spirit and the presiding
J
Jas
Mcaary last evening,
ev(.nt that the popular re- - genius of the bail, desired that
will at their meeting tomorrow
Thwra have gratitude be expressed to Cap- or .W ed ,p,Uy night take up the
fimetiooe, when tain James Lawlor. for the use of
and we w,
gorernora id their ptlwi hora the Lodge and its excellent ser- put.t through ntonre. Vew,ll
bot thi(i fir,,
rÍM; and to fhe
consult ' - governors of the two nual, ball echphed
others,
all
the
committee members whose un- .
territories in the matter, agree ,.from the
opening bars ol the t r.ng and skillful efforts result-gran- d
upon the date and then get to
march to the last strains ed in so grand a success,
work on the program.
of "Home, Sweet Home," there
It is the present plan to make
"It is proper that El Paso U'ttc not - fililí miihiúnf
1. ;. UA
4? .
n
n,.t
,
a,
'i,.,, ii
mil
hub ucucnt oaii an annual even
should give the two territories al "K'í"
or bobble. Every ot first importance. Next year
hitch
.
repuntimi 1.1
Km t om i.f t hmr
"
need had been anticipated and the undertaking w ill be much
entrance into the sisterhood of provided tor .
in advance, and simpler. With a precedent
states. El Paso is their uearest
had been omitted that tablished and with sn nlMunt s
neighbor and most intimate could add to
the happiness and memory of the inaugural event
friend; and we waut to make the comfort of the
several hundred still lingering, there will be no
jubilee something that will guests.
dilliculty iu awakening the in
make the people of the two new
In taste and beauty of decora terest and enthusiasm of all the
states feel proud, and reject
and in nearness to perfec - people of this section.
eriii
' i
tt'ujk
upon aHi
ji
tlOUt
iiiit llllnll
ii n a tion of arrangement and appointBesides the pleasure that one
splendid idea."
ment, there was nothing left to derives from attending sucha
The cu and county authori- improve upon.
The decorations splendid ball, there is the fur- ties say they will stand by the were
in green and yellow, the ther advantage
of havinir the
Chamber of Commerce and give latter being tke color of the Cav
sympathy and sentiment under
it every assistance possible to alry. The dining hall and the lying
the motive. The Babies'
make the jubilee a grand affair, banquet room, adjoining,
were Sanatorium is the greatest
g
such as will make every Texan used
for dancing, and the big,
in
station
the
Southwesfeel proud of their border metbroad veranda was used for the tern desert. Scattered throughropolis.
promenade. The lobby and the out this section are hundreds of
"We want to make the jubilee parlor were given over to those
grateful parents who are glad to
a three days' session" said J, A.
who did not dance, and were do all in their power to help the
Happer. "We must have New completely
filled, as were the institution.
Mexico day, Arizona day and El
balconies surrounding the lobThe net amount realized was
Paso day. On El Paso day we by.
Even the orchestra's alcove about one hundred and seventy-fiv- e
can have a grand industrial paabove the dining hall was filled
dollars. This was an excelrade and at night give the most with the
showing to make on the inlent
brilliant automobile parade ever
Through the courtesy of Col. itial trial. Next year the amount
witnessed in the West. There Steever,
the splendid regimental will be much larger, and the
are 200 people in El Paso who band of
the
Fourth Cavalry furn- - event will be even more brilliant
w ill decorate their machines aud
ished the music that was as fine:a,nd more beautiful
put them into the parade that
night. This could take the place
Older and Younger Sets Enter- - Call tor Meeting of New Mexico
of our Osaple parade."
mined Together
The plan is to at once secure
Republican Central Committee
the endorsement of El Paso's
"Beautiful visions of fairyA call is hereby made for a
statehood jubilee by the governland"
makes a good title for a meeting of the members of the
ors and legislatures of the two
motion picture, but it is even Territorial Republican Central
territories, aud then have each more
appropriate when used to Committee to be held at Santa
city in Arizona and New Mexico
describe the appearance of the Fe, at ten o'clock a. ra., Monday,
appoint a member of the arEvans home Wednesday evening the 4th day of September, A. D.
rangement committee to advise
when Mrs. Henry S. Evans, Miss 1911, for the transaction and
with the El Paso committee.
Folsoro, and Mrs. Frank W. consideration of such business as
Las Cruces,
Albuquerque, Beach
entertained in honor of may be deemed proper.
Deming, Silver City, Lordsburg,
Miss Vera Warren.
Each and every member of the
Alamogordo, Las Vegas, Santa
The Evans home is a beautiful Committee is earnestly requestFe, Phoenix, Tucson, Douglas,
place three hundred and sixty-fiv- ed to attend in person. All perBisbee. Globe, Clifton, Morenci
days in
year, and when sons throughout the Territory,
and other towns in the two ter tkft r r it. ....the
...
having the success of the Repubritories a
.
. .
rj? a. Chihuahua tion for th
lican party at heart, are invited
and Juarez, Mexico, will be in
completed, the grounds looked to be present.
vited to have floats in the palike a veritable garden of enH. O. BtrnevH,
rade. El Paso will put in floats
chantment.
Chairman.
for Columbia, Texaa, and this
Tungstens furnished the real
Josa
D.
Sna,
city.
light, while the soft glow of
Secretary.
Governor Colquitt will he in- many Japanese
lanterns
marked
vited to be present and deliver
the outer boundaries and lent an Miss Fannie Ford, assistant
an address of welcome to the
effect that waa picturesque. Nav- professor of mathematics at the
new states and the governors of
ajo blankets, chairs and settees A. A M. College left Saturday
New Mexico and Arizona will
dotted the lawn and made the for her home after a visit with
respond. Mayor Kelly, who is
moat inviting and comfortable of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pelphrey.
now in Austin, will probably seplaces to rest between the dancure Gov. Colquitt's promise to ces
S. L. Northlaoe, a dispatcher
and the bridge and pool
be here. Kl Paso Times.
for the Southwestern at Carrito-zo- ,
games.
waa a visitor bore Tuesday.
The veranda was nsed for dancThere will be an Epworth
He loft Tuesday night for New
League social on the Inwu at the ing. This veranda is screened York, where ho will
spend his
Grace M. E. Church, Thursdar in and overgrown with vines. vacation.
evening. August 81. The pro- With the music of Galindo's
gram will begin promptly at orchestra floating in through the
odor of honeysuckle and Madeira served. It is impossible
eight o'clock.
to imRefreshments
will be served and a good time is vines, there surely was no lack agine circumstances and surpromised. A plate collection of inspiration. In the big living round inga moro delightful, and
will be taken. The publio is room were card tablet and the the guests so expressed
themcordially invited.
pool table. Refreshments were selves.
$
t--
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est Furnishes Choicest Fruit
for the East
TALKSMKS.
Colorado Springs, August 21.
Washington, Aug. 21. EastH. H. Riggs, May in II
Farmers of the United States erners are always surprise! to see
Dan. L. Stephens, Weed
needlessly threw away 8,ttU0,OÚO the choicest places on the fruit
G. J. Woltínger, Alamogordo
bushels of winter wheat this stands occupied by Washington
H. H. Kellogg, Alamogordo
year, not to mention an enour and Oregon apples. No matter
. O. Browutield, La Luz,
W. E. Groom, Alamogordo
inous loss in other farm products, that they have seen this year
Joe Hendricks, Cloudcroft
imply because they failed to after year, they seem unable to
J. M. Walker, Mountain Park
prepare against drouth by tak- get used to the idea that their
The trial juries will be drawn
ing steps to keep moisture in the own immediate localities cannot,
from
the following venire:
soil. This is the declaration of or at least do not, supply the loT.
Cox, Orogrande
J.
Secretary John T. Burnes of the cal demand, and of course they
R.
Turner,
Tularosa
Con- are always sure that better apInternational
K. O. Guerra, Alamogordo
gress, who is now preparing to ples can be grown right at home
Prospero Lopez, Tularosa
conduct the Sixth Congress, than are produced in the farDoniciano Molino, Tularosa
which meets in this city next away Pacific Coast territory.
W. A. Wells, Alamogordo
M. A. Chaves, Alamogordo
ictober.
How ever, they keep right on paySantos
Zamora, Tularosa
Mr. Burnes had jut read the ing from 8 to 10 cents each for
Robert
Snodgrass, Camp City
report of the United States De- the western apples, bat the
Guthrie Smith, Alamogordo
partment of Agriculture for Aug- shortage of the supply is encourCal. Slough . Cloudcroft
ust, showing that loas under the aging more extensive planting in 0. F. Van Gleve, Sacramento
I VI
crop. Before hiiu lay a the. rest of the country and the
iMts.
Jose Telles, Mescalero
sheaf of wheat raised by J. M. apples from Oregon and Wash
W. N. Turner, Cloudcroft
Bradshaw of Peyton, Colo., who ington may eventually have to
r A. Briscoe, Tularosa
has just threshed an average of look for a market in Liveroool
J. L. Johnson, Tularosa
20 bushels per aero from 100 and Hamburg, although they
Chas. F. Prince, Alamogordo
M. N. Stebbens, Tularosa
acres, patches in which ran as still hold their own.
Will Sanders, Tularosa
high aa 67 bushels. On the
Olovis
Aguilar, Tularosa
Bradshaw land only four inches J. W. Parker of El Paso spent
A. Thomas, Alamogordo
J.
of moisture fell from the time Sunday here.
L. G. Little, Alamogordo
this wheat was planted, SeptemT. M. Boatright, Alamogordo
' TA LBS MM
ber 2, to the day it waa cat, July year. So there is nothing wrong
15, and there is not a live stream with the 1911 wheat but lack of
H. A. Morgan, Alamogordo
C. M. Beecher, Alamogordo
in 86 miles. This land was sum- moisture.
D. A. Boucher, Alamogordo
mer tilled, that is carefully cul-t"Every farmer in the land
A. F. Milton, La Lus
a ted and the weeds kent down could have done as Mr. BradL. O. Norton, Tularosa
life summer before it waa plant- shaw did with hie little four inAugustine Duran, Tularosa
O. G. Oady, Alamogordo
ed. This is one of the tenets ches of rainfall, had he been inSantos Montes, Tularosa
of scientific
as telligent enough to study
W. L. Walthal, Alamogordo
taught by the Congress. It is
methods and willing to
L. Davideoo, Alamogordo
H.
rWicable to every part of the do the necessary work," declares
laild, says Mr. Buróes. The Mr. Burnes. "Some day they
Mrs. T. J. Johnson left Tuesaverage of all wheat in the U. 8. will prepare to meet drouth as day morning for Las
Vacas,
according to the government is they do ail other adveras) ohe- - where she was
summoned by tele
only 14.6 bushels, and the qual- Lnomena of nature, and overcome graph on account
of the critical
ity ii 2 it against tt.6 laat it too."
condition of Mr. Johnson.
IV
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RANDOLPH

HAT kind of a trotan do women like? Whnt a queer ques
tion! Women like all no; not all wnir.cn, of course there
are Mine women who are simply impossible.
The women w,; see tcrota the footlights, for instance.
There are many vanities in the orchestra stalls alone. Those
who come with their young men seldom know the name of the
play. They talk nearly all the time, and when they aro not
talking they are thinking of the walk home. We don't like
them. Then those who want to be actresses thev all think
they were horn to the stage we just know are looking hard at
tis and thinking all the show people should be doing domestic work. They
are un!oal !e. too. Then then? are women who are there every Monday
afternoon in the same seats. They believe the villain really dies, and that
the leading man is an Adonis. Distance certainly lends enchantment;
and so does the spotlight. Well, we pity them; and pity may be akin to,
but it isn't, genuine affection.
We never fat very fond of the women out in the big world who try to
exploit us, nnd incite us to afternoon carnivals of weak tea and sand-wi- t,
he, with the inside layer photographed on. I'm sure we could be tempo ran: v food of a hostess who would habitually forget to padlock the chest
cf real food. And. we are cool toward those gentle persons who introduce
us to their friends in order to point a moral and adorn a tale. It's only
natural to dislike- the role of Horrible Example.
Among our own people it is different. Twenty
weeks of onenight stands on the kerosene circuit
makes one yearn for a kindred soul ; and it isn't uncommon to form friendships that last a whole season,
closing at Maueh Chunk. Of course it would be different if we nil had a comfortable home, with a fireplace and a conventional source of support. We would
have to be careful then.
I'm going to be real frank. I think women like
stout, stupid women, who haven't told the truth since
childhood, and haven't any luck with men. They're
so so comfortable.
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DESERT
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Securing Comettio and Irrigating Supplies in Arid Region.

Visits
to Sick
Are Often
Made
Too Long

The high school boy who cheats is dishonest and no amount of argument can
make him otherwise.
The lesson should be systematically
taught and explanations clearly given.
There seems to be much "go as you
please" instead of a stated curriculum for
each year.
Home work should be given advisedly
instead of no home work one day and
enough to keep the child up till twelve
By )H. HABOLD J. SHIRK
o'clock at night on another.
Chicago
When a pupil does anything wrong,
whether intentionally or otherwise, he
should be punished in accordance. To give a zero and thus rob a child
of his right average because he was guilty of some slight misdemeanor it
unfair and is the cause of great discouragement. It disheartens and ruin.'
the school life of many pupils.
Systematic reviews should precede all examinations.
Tlio public schools as a whole are well conducted and good, and what
is wanted is a thoughtful correction of errors of both teacher and pupil
reformers so often resort.
and not the rabid abuse to which

Correct

Many

Errors
of Teacher
and Pupil
I

ed

I started to sleep outdoors in May, 190"j,
and have slept out every night aince that
date, and would not go back to sleeping indoors any more for the following reasons
and experiences:
Fint, one gets a more refreshing sleep
in cool, pure air than can lie had in an
and heated room. In fact, the
pure, cool air is so soothing to the tired
person that one falls to sleep nearly at once.
But of course one must be well covered up
By W. A. JOHNSON
about the body to protect from cold, leavChicado
ing only the face exposed.
Second, I am leas predisposed to coldi
and the many alimenta which come from colds. The resulta in my own
cese have been better health than I had enjoyed for years. I have gained
in appetite and in weight, 16 pounds.
I will not go back to sleeping indoors again, and I know that there
axe hundreds sleeping outdoors right bare in Chicago, on back porches,
wand as, roof a and aleo in ten ta in back yarda. In fact a physician
bowed ma the pictures of about 100 of bis patients' outdoor bada.

Benefits
of Calm
Sleep
in Pure

dULIU

Parallel Linas of Galvanised Iron Pip
Meeting With Much Paver Among
Many Partners.

PAID
IHIIA

FOR THE WOMEN AND CHILDREN

Another system ot sprinkling that
meeting with favor and being
widely adopted by truck taimara,
berry growers and greenhousa mea
consista of running parallel linea of
galvanised Iron pipe, elevated high
enough above the ground to permit
free passage of men and teama beneath In carrying an cultural operaIs

New and Broader Conception of Pals
tlona ef Subterranean Water ta
Irrigation Have Recently Prevailed Ample Quantities,

Quantities.

Building Dedicated to Tiny Tots, Mothers and Daughter!
of Oklahoma at State Exposition, September
26 to October 7 Every Known Convenience is Provided

tions.

Sinking

welta Into
to secure domestic and Irrigation supplies Is now being resorted to
as never before.
New and broader
conceptions of the relations of subte:
ranean watr to Irrigation bava rewater-bearin-

g

strata

cently prevailed. Individual Irrigation
undertakings hae been recently es
tabllshed vi ry largely upon wella and
pumps or upon flowing wells, wher
ever they can be had During the last
three years there have been perhaps
ten times as many pumping outfits set
up for Irrigation as had been em
ployed during the whole earlier Irriga
tton of this state, says the Denver
Held and Farm.
Large Irrigation companies have
sunk groups of wells and pumped
from them Into their distributing
ditches and flumes
Individual Irrigators have sunk wells and bough:
pumping plants when the ditch water
failed and have now learned the superiority of home supply, to be drawn
up Just when It can be used to best
advantage, and often to be had for
much Ie9s than the rates of the ditch
companies. Large regions which had
never secured Irrigation systems have
teen forced by drouth to seek water
and having found It below ground In
ample quantities they win not fall In
the future to use Irrigation as a supplement to the rainfall.
.Many of these plants are centrifugal pumps run by steam. These
are the larger plants, fifteen to forty
horsepower and In some Instances
more and the Flze of the pumps
ranges from four to twelve Inches.
Mot of the smaller pumps are run by
gasoline, although several use crude
oil and many of them are also centrifugal. Some of these are deep-wepumps and they are very satisfactory
In raising water from a greater depth
than 100 feet. From 10'J to 300 feet
they work admirably. The cost of
pumping differs materially with the
different kinds of power, sizes of
pumps and depth of wells. Figuring
from what may be a safe average of
the actual cost of fuel, a So 4 pump,
centrifugal with gasoline as power,
at seventy feet depth, will cost about
S3 a day. This should result In 6'tO
gallons a minute, 30. MO gallons an
hour, or 36e,""0 gallons a day of ten
hours.
:ch a stream of water is calculated to Irrigate about five acres a day
to a depth of a little more than two
f
A better and
and
Inches.
safer estimate would probably be four
acres a day to a depth of about two
Inches. But, generally speaking, tt
Is safe to say that at a cost of $3 an
acre land can be Irrigated two or
three times at $6 an acre annually
and It Is certainly worth the money
In dry seasons like the pres nt. The
average cost of a plant Is about
In many cases the cost will ba
only a fraction ot that given
nut
even the higher figures are below the
cost warranted by the saving of a
crop, as the experience of Individual
has shown. Over large areas of the
country windmills are used as motors
for Irrigation pumps and careiul accounts of their efficiency are available. They unquestionably serve an
excellent purpose under favorable
conditions up to the limits of their
capacity.
Gasoline engines are being used
even up to a capacity of 5,000 gallons
of water a minute, but the ordinary
plants are less than
of that.
Crude-oi- l
engines are also used and
steam plants using small stationary
and portable engines are pressed Into
service, while electric motors, along
circuits from generators
at waterfalls or other great sources
I r
power, are being fully employed.
Instance of the profitable employment
at all these agencies are abundant all
over the arid region. Of course auch
tn installation calls for a reservoir so
that a good head can be retained and
always available.

There pipes, or nozsle linea, aa
they are called, are usually aet 40
to R0 feet apart, and supported on top
of posts about 7 or 8 feet high.
Stull brasa nozzles are screwed tn
the parallel pipes at Intervals of from
three to fe- and when the sysa thousands of tiny
tem Is In
streams ahooi torth. producing a result almost like natural rain over the
area between the nozzle lines. The
pipes are so arranged that they can
be revolved to give the Jets whatever
angle

la

desired

leaving the

In

Comfort! That will be tha watcb-- 1
word of the Oklahoma 8tate Fair. Ok-lahoma City, Sept. 26 to Oct. 7. The
million State Fair vlsltora will ba
surprised by the arrangements for
comfort that will have been com- pleted when the great exposition opens
fall. Ample toilet conveniences,
an emergency hospital, a day nursery.!
a woman's rest department in a build- Ing dedicated to the mothers, daugh- ters and children of Oklahoma; a bu- 1

nos-zel-

The state of Washington has now
about a dozen Installations of this
type and the system also Is growing
In popularity In Oregon and California
Sprinkling by whatever system Is
a more expensive way of Irrigation
than bv means ao far commonly em- ployed and it will doubtless be some
time before It Is very generally practiced; but In places where water Is
very expensive or where the land Is
either too irregular to permit grading
or so sandy that heavy losses occur
by deep percolation.
Irrigation by
some system of sprinkling may often
be profitably done. Costs of installation and operation are heavy under
such systems, however, and Intensive
farming, yielding large returns per
acre, must be the rule where sprln
kllng systems are employed.

IRRIGATE

ACRE

TEN

CHILDREN'S BUILDING

ir

j

WOMEN'S REST COTTAGE

AND

h

reau of informa' ion, complete tele- Children's Building and Women's Rest
graph service, a check room In fact Cottage than any other department
everything under the sun that will con- and is now engaged in making every
tribute to the good cheer of all the known improvement.
In addition to the Bureau of Inforpeople may be found when the gates
at the State Fair Grounds, ther3
mation
ever
show
biggest
swing back for the
will be a similar Bureau at some con- before undertaken in the southwest
No detail has been overlooked in pro- - venient place in Oklahoma City, where
vidlng a place for women and children, a complete list of hotels ana ooaraing
A
A state of quiet enjoyment and every- - houses will be provided visitors.
thing that contributes to it may be complete telephone exchange will be
found in the Children's Building and operated on the grounds, which means
build-cos- t
Women's Rest Cottage, erected at a that a person In the Agricultural
anyone
in
tha
with
converse
may
of $5.000 and dedicated to the lit- ing
tie folks, the proud mothers and the! main Exposition building or any other
fair daughters of Oklahoma. It is lo-- building at the exposition. Branch
in a shady grove, where all the egraph stations will also be established
surroundings suggest peace and con-- ' on the grounds.
'.entment. The building is as snug as any A trained nurse and physician will ba
modern home and every modern conven-- ' in charge of the emergency hospital
lence found In the best regulated fam- - and every other known convenience
Uv will be found in the Children's will be tnstaiiea.
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In reply to a query,
"What size
windmill would be required to Irrigate
a
ranch." the following reply Is made:
The answer will of course depend
on the quantity of water required per
acre for good Irrigation In that locality. If we assume, as a unit, a depth
per week wlbch Is less
of
than is usually allowed for Irrigation
that gives us a starting point of ten
A windmill
per week.
will work on the average eight hours
a day. To pump ten
a
week (56 hours) to a height of 160
feet, would require three horsepower
working continuously for that time.
According to the pumping capacities
of windmills, as advertised by a manufacturing firm, a
windmill
would require 240 hours to rover ten
acres to a depth of one Inch.
The
conclusion la. that It would require
four such windmills to do the work
required, that Is, to pump ten
windfmill
a week. One
would do the work.
ten-acr- e

one-Inc-

acre-Inche- s

d

1

acres-Inche-

one-hal-

16-fo-

acre-Inche-

Trap Nests and Their Use

s
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FARM NOTES.
A clean corn
field honors and
profits Its owner.
r
Clover Is a more efficient
plow.
than the beat sub-soi- l
Any crop Intended for hay should
be cut early rather than late.
When timothy Is worth ten dollars
par ton. ensilage is worth four.
sub-solle-

'

Onions can be successfully grown
on almost any soil that Is quite rich.
It Is a sad mistake for a man to
ha a good crop of grass Into poor
hay.
When clover can be grown profit-Mcrops can be grown and the land
kept up by clover and lime.

i

a

one-tent- h

Never leave for the morning any
chore that may be done at night.
Mighty busy In the morning.
If your plants are tall and spindly
thin them out. Do not be afraid to
eat go at them courageously.
The only way to decrease the
aaseaat of amut In corn Is to pluck
off the smut halls and burn them.
Toung babies and young plants
must have the right kind of food and
plenty of It to make them grow.
Truckers prefer rotted horse ma- nure for vegetables, as It Is Oner.
richer and can be spread easily.
Good seed, good cultivation, good
oonimnn sense are a nrettv eood rom.
blnatlon. If good cropa are desired.
Keep tha heavy wagona
greased
during warm weather; look to them
now Just as carefully as at any season of the year.
A profitable crop cannot be grown
on land deficient In humua. which la
the same thing aa rotted sod or rotted
manure with fertiliser alone.
The losa Incurred from plant diseases Is often underestimated by the
farmer, pasees unrecognised or la regarded aa natural and Inevitable.
There la no professional study that
requires closer work than doe tha
development of the corn plant a
combination of brain toll and nature

long-powe- r

He Fed the Grasa.
A farmer whose
permanent pastures were falling to produce enough
grass was told that they bad hecome

needed harrowing, re-- i
seeding, e'c. But he made up bla
mind that his paatures needed fértil
Ity and began to give them a light
of manure. He has been
gratified at the results, mhlch proved
the correctness of his diagnosis. Un- der bla treatment he has gonj paa- turea again, with all prospects of
their remaining good because he
means to keep on feeding them. Beyond doubt there are many pasture
which have run down almply from
lack of fertility.
root-bound- ,

Green Feed From Lawn.
A small lawn may be used to advantage In supplying the poultry with

green feed during the summer by
cutting Just enough each day to meet
their dalty wants. Feed them all
they will eat, but do not cut more
than they will conaume, for then yon
are waatlag valuable feeding matter.
If you have a lawn mower, cut a
strip or two In the morning and feed
to your poultry, and another atrip later In the da. This may not make
the lawn look any too well, but It will
bf serving tha poultry with all the
reen food they need during Ike autre summer

Building and Women's Rest Cottage. A
competent matron will be In charge
day and night to administer to the-halwanta of the grown ups while trained
nurses will have charge of the chll-thedren. The nursery will be under tha
management of the Federated Klnder-thi- s
garren Mother's Club, which Insures
the best of care for the tiny tots while
enjoy one
their mothers, care-frewhole day at the State Fair. The fair
management takes more pride in tha

One of the Imposing buildings at the Oklahoma State Fair which was erected
aolely for the comfort of women and children. It has every modern

RANCH

Assuming
on One-IncPer Week,
Amount Uusually Allowed, One
Mill Will Do Work.

ll

What I am about to say does not apply
to one suiTering from some acute illness or
where the case demands the services of a
trained QUTM, as the latter is well protected and does not have to 6peak for himself. But it is impossible to relate here
the harm that is done every day to those
afflicted with chronic troubles, and especially patients whose ailments are those of
the nerves, when they are subjected to long
calls by friends or old acquaintances from
By E. J. LAIRD
out of the city. Such visitors would no
doubt be shocked if thev knew half the
damages done by their often repeated visits,
of the nights passed by the patients in wakefulness and suffering that
have been caused by the excitement and strain during the day. It seems
strange that people of intelligence have to be told.
It places the one afflicttd in a very uncomfortable position. A sick
person dislikes to own to very near and dear friend., that it hurts to listen
to and respond to a visitor's chatter, fearing isolation, perhaps, or injured
feelings if they tell the penalty they must pay as a result of the visit.
It requires strength and a good deal of nervous energy in even those
who are comparatively well to entertain callers, let alone those who are
not well.
There are so many ways of letting your friends know that you don't
forget them aside from visiting them. A pretty little card with a verse
or a line that will bring them cheer and hope would be appreciated.

nni in milCíiDT IT CTITt
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OF IRRIGATION

NEW SYSTEM

In many flocks of hens may be
found individuals that fail to pay even
a small per cent ot profit It is pos-alble, by the use of modern appliances
The
to detect all such specimens.
wild Jungle fowl from which our
domestic fowls have come Is reported
to lay less than one dozen eggs per
year, and while any of our modern
hens will greatly exceed this number,
there is yet much room for Improve-- '
ment. The hen that lays one hundred
or more per year ordinarily pays a
profit
By the trap nest system we are able
to select the early and persistent
layyer. A few generations produced
such selections will greatly In- crease the egg yield. Some pulleta
will lay at five months or less while
others in the same flock may not be
gin laying until they are eight

t

The Home Strawberry Patch

t
Now. Now Is the time
and begin preparing the ground,
wbloh should b set this fall. Do not
make the mistake and select soil that
Is too sandy, aa It la very difficult to
maintain a sUnd In our hot, dry climate during the long summer. Select a aoll with considerable clay la
It which has been kept free from
weeda.
Plant tn cowpeaa,
and If
rather poor give It a dressing of barnyard manure. Plow deep In the fall

and prepare tt thoroughly, aa this will
ba the last time you will be able to
work the soli very deep during the
life of the patch.
Lay the ground off In three and one
half foot row for horse cultivation,
or narrower tn case only hand tool
are to be used. For home patches,
planting is beet don In October and
November, aa the vine will get established before freezing weather and
thua avoid being heaved out of the
ground. Set the planta eighteen lachee apart In the row, and be sure to
spread out the roots well and do not
bury the terminal bud of the plant.
Fall aet planta will give you aome
fruit the Brat spring after setting.
Vanetiee and Cultivation. The following varieMe have been found to be
successful In this state and Will alao
giv yon earTy and late fruit: Michel
Early. Aroma, Klondyk. Lady Thompson and dandy.

Childish Beliefs
Tea, children beMeve plenty of queer
thing. I suppose ail of you have
bad the pocket book fever when yoa
were little. What do I mean? Why,
ripping up old pocketbooka In tha firm
belief that bank bills to aa immense
amount ware hidden In them. Bo. too,
you moat all remember aoaae apleadld
unfulfilled promt
of somebody or
two feet of the surface, aa an aome other, which fad you with hope perriver bottom, alfalfa doe not thrive haps for reara and which left a blank
and generally die la from tare ta ta roar Nfe which nothing baa aver
four yean.
tiled

Accomplished In Profanity
Thla from Hawaii : "A native woman
called on tha attorney general the
other day to complain of the bad
language need by the child ef a neigh
bor In the presea oe of her own tot.
'How old la your neighbor' child "
queried the attorney general 'About
la; replied the woman. 1 should nt
think that a child of that age could
use much bed language,' remarked the
attorney general. Toa ought to bear
htm,' oietalaaed tha woaaaa. 'Why. he
can eweax hut aa good aa bla father "

Tee

MucH

'

There Is no one food which will contribute to health more than nice, fresh
Again, an abundant supply of
fruit.
fresh fruit during season, and canned
fruit In the winter. Is a financial saving as well as a decided convenience
to the lady of the house.
Every home, where space permits,
should have a strawberry patch, but
aa a matter of fact, the percentage
ef homes which have patches la very
email.
Begin

to-lc-

Water.

Whan the water table la not vary
far down from the surface care should
be taken lot to apply ao much water
that tt la raised and the feeding area
of the roots la that way reetrieted.
will aggravate or cause
water looggiag of tha aoll and tha attending accumulatlona
of
alkali.
Wherever the ground water la wlthia
Over-Irrigatio-

I

months old. The cost of care and feed
for these three months would be quite
an item with a large flock. If we are
breeding for the show room the trap
nest is of great importance since we
are enabled to distinguish each hen's
eggs. Thus in a pen ot ten females
and one male we have ten separate
matlngs instead of one.
The keeping of Individual records
may appear to some to be a great deal
ot unnecessary work, but with the Increased labor comes the greater Increase In profit. On the college farm
this season we have pullets laying at
four months and hve days. Such
stock Is very valuable for the founda-trotlon of a flock. By the use of trap
nests It is possible to select and breed
up a flock of early layers and heavy
Poultryman,
V. R. McBride,
j layers
M. College, Stillwater.
A
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SYNOPSIS.

Dr1dAmber, darting for á
Tfcjit with hla friend. Quain, cornea up
on a young tad equestrian who haa been
dismounted by her horaa bacominf fright-oneat the sudden appearance In the road
Pf a burly Hindu. Ra declares he la
Beaejr! Lai Chatteril.
The snnnlnted
mouthpiece of the Ball," addreaaea Amber
mm
a man or nigh rank and pressing, a
Siysterious littta bronae box, "The
hla hand, disappear
In the
Weed. The girl calls Amber by name.
He In turn addressee har aa Mlaa Sophia
farrell, daughter of Col. Fan-el- l
of the
British - diplomatic service In India and
visiting- the Qualna. Several nights later
the Qüaln home la burglarised and the
bronae bos stolen. Amber and Qualn go
bunting on an (aland and become loet and
Amber la left
rooned. Ha wanders
about, finally r sache a cabin and rec- ognhee aa Its oocuDant an old friend
named Rutton. whom ha last mat In England, and who appear to be In hiding.
Whan Mlaa Farrefi la mentioned Button
atrangely agitated.
appears
Chatterjl
and summons Rutton to a meeting of a
mysterious Body. Button seliea a revolver and dashes after Chattarjt.
He rt- lurns wuaiy excited, says he aas Killed
the Hindu, takes poison, and when dvlpg
asks Ambar to go to India on a mysterl- ous errand.
decides to leave at
once for
tht way ha aends a
letter to
uctie, a scisnnno
friend In
quicker route.
upon arriving ha finds a nota awaiting
himIt directs Amber to meet hla frien
ml a certain nlaea. The latter tolls him
he knows his mission la to gat Miss Far-fa- ll
put of the country. Amber attempts
aa cuspóse 01 the Token to a money-Io- n
owr, m nusnaKan
ror Hutlc
and barely
pompea Detng mobbed.
duck-ehoot-t-

d

-

CHAPTER X. (Continued).

Tardón, hazoor. but Is this worth
thy while? I am no child; what I
know I know. If thou art Indeed not
Har Djral Rutton, how U It that thou
doat wear upon thy finger the signet
of thy house" Sallg Singh Indicated
the emerald which Amber had forgotten "the Token sent thee by the
Bell? If thou ana not my lord the
rightful Mah arana of Khandawar, bow
Is It tbat thou hast answered the
summons of the Dell? Are the servants of the Body fools who have followed thee hither, losing trace of thee
no single instant since thou didst slay
the Bengali who bore the Token to
Ue? Am I blind I, Sallg Singh, tby
childhood's playmate, the grand vizier
of thy
f
rule, to whom thou
didst surrender the reins of government of Khandawar? I know thee;
thou canst not deceive me. True It Is
that thou art changed sadly changed,
say lord; and the years have not
worn upon thee as they might 1 had
thought to And thee an older man
sad, by thy grace, a wiser. But even
as I am Sallg Singh, thou are none
ether than my lord, Har Dyal Rutton,"
: Salla Singh put hla shoulders
against the wall and, leaning ao with
arms folded, regarded Amber with a
triumph not unmixed with contempt
It was plain that b considered his
argument final, hla case complete, the
verdict his. While Amber found no
words with which to combat his false
Impression, and could only stare, open
mouthed sod fascinated.
But at
length he recollected himself and
ailed hla wits together.
"Thafa all very pretty." he admitted
fairly, "but It won't hold water. I
don't suppose these faithful servants
of the Bell you mentioned happened
to tell you that Chatterjl himself mistook me for Rutton. to begin with,
and just found out bis mistake In
time to recover the Token. Did they?"
r The man shook his head wearily.
"Nothing to that Import hath come
to mine ears." be said.
"All right And of course they didn't
toll you that Rutton committed suicide down there on Long Island, Just
after he had killed the babuT"
Again Sallg Singh replied by making
s negative movement of his head.
"Well, all I've got to say la that
your Infernal
Body'
employs a
giddy lot of Incompetents to run Its
errands."
Sallg Singh aald nothing, and Amber
pondered the situation briefly.
He
aderstood sow how the babu'a companion had fallen Into error; bow
ChaUerji. pnsseesiBg sufficient Intelligence to recognise hla Initial mistake, had. having rectified It, saved
Bis face by saying nothing to hla companion of the Incident; and how the
letter had remained la Ignorance of
Mutton's death after the slaying of
Chatterjl. mad had pardonably mis.
token tmber for the man he had been
eent to spy upon. The prologue waa
lata enough, but how to deal with
Usté, Its sequel, waa a problem that
taxed hla Ingenuity. A single solution
seemed practicable, of the many he
debated: to get In touch with Leber
louche aad leave the root to htm.
He stood for ao long In meditation
t
Chat the Rajput becas to show traces
of impatience. He moved restlessly,
yawned, and at length spoke.
"Is sot my lord content? Can he
S)St see, the dies are east?
What
esa he think to wis through
tnrtheraace of this farcer
"Well," curiosity prompted Amber
to ask. "what do you want of me,
too-brie-

ea-of-

"Is there seed to ask? Through the
anontagteca, the Bengali. Behart Lai
Chatterjl, whom thou didst slay, the
sasassga of the Bell waa brought to
thee. Thou hast been called! It le for
thee to answor."
"OeOed

r

"To the Gateway

Of

"Ob. yea; to be cure.
Jb tkunderallotr la U1

J

Swords,

hev

my lord doth know."
"You think so? Well, have It your
own way. But suppose I decline the

Invitation?"
Sallg Singh looked bored. "Since
thou hast come so far," he said, "thou
wilt go farther, hazoor."
"Meaning by force?"
"Of thine own will. Those whom
the Voice calleth are not led to the
Gateway by their noses."
"But," Amber persisted, "suppose
they won't go?"
"Then, hazoor, doth the Council of
the Hand sit In Judgment upon them."
The significance waa savagely obvious, but Amber merely laughed. "And
the Hand strikes, I presume?" Sallg
Singh nodded. "Bless yor heart, I'm
not afraid of your 'Hand'! But am I
to understand that compulsion Is not
to be used in order to get me to the
Gateway wherever tbat Is? I mean,
I'm free to exercise my Judgment,
whether or not I shall go free to
leave this place and return to my
hotel?"
Gravely the Rajput Inclined his
head. "Even ao." he assented. "I
caused thee to be brought thither solely to make certain what thou hast out
of thine own mouth confirmed the
report tbat thou hadst become' altogether traitor to the Bell. So be it
There remains but the warning tbat
for four days more, and four days
only, the Gateway remains open to
thoee summoned. On the fifth It
cloees."
"And to those who remain In the
outer darkness on the fifth day, Sallg
Singh T"
"God Is merciful," said the Rajput
piously.
"Very well. If that Is all. I think
I will now leave you, Sallg Singh,"
said Amber, fondling his pistol meaningly.
"One word more," Sallg Singh Interposed, very much alive to Amber's
attitude: "I were unfaithful to the
trust thou didst once repose In me
were 1 not to warn thee that whither
thou goest the Mind will know; what
thou dost, the Eye will see; the words
thou shalt utter, the Ear will hear.
To all things there la an end, also-e- ven
to the patience of the Body,
Shabash!"
"Thank yon 'most to death, Sallg
Singh. Now will you be good enough
to order a gharl to take me back to
the Great Eastern?"
"My lord's will Is his servant's."
Sallg Singh started for the door the
least trace too eagerly.
"One moment" said Amber sharply.
"Not so fast, my friend." He t3pp4
his palm with tbe barrel of the piatol
to add weight to hla peremptory manner. "I think If yon will lift your
voice and call, some one will answer.
I've taken a great fancy to you. If
you don't know It and I don't purpose letting you out of my sight until
I'm safely out of this house."
With a sullen air the Rajput yielded. From his expression Amber
would have wagered much that there
was a bad quarter of an hour in store
for those who had neglected to disarm
him when the opportunity was theirs.
"As you wUl," conceded Sallg Singh;
and he clapped hla hands smartly,
crying: "Obe. Moto!"
Almost Instantly
the Iron door
swung open and the lamp bearer appeared, salaaming.
Tell him," ordered Amber, "to
bring me a cloak of soma sort not
too conspicuous.
I've no fancy to
kick up a acaudal at the hotel by returning with these duda visible. Tou
can charge It up to profit and loaa;
If It hadn't been for the tender treat-mea- t
your assassins gave me, I'd be
less disreputable."
A taint smile
flickered In Sallg
Singh's eyee a look that was not
wholly devoid of admiration for the
man who had turned the tables on
him with such esse. "Indeed," he
aald, "I was lacking la courtesy did
I refuse thee that" Aad turning to
the servant he Issued Instructions In
accordance with Amber's demands,
adding gratuitously aa order that the
way of exit should be kept clear.
Aa the man bowed aad withdrew
Amber grinned cheerfully. "It wasn't
a bad afterthought Sallg Singh." he
observed; "precautions like that resomelieve the mind wonderfully
tí mee."
But the humor of the sttuatioa
seemed to be lost upon tbe Rajput
Without undue delay the servant
returned with a light cloak and the
announcement that the gharl waa to
waiting.
Hla offer to help the American doa
the garment was graciously declined.
Tve a fancy to have my amas fres
for the present" Amber explained;
"1 esa get It oa by myself la the
gharl." He took the cloak over his
left arm. "I'm ready; lead oa!" be
said, aad with a graceful wave of tas
pistol bowed Sallg Singh out of the
cellar.
Amber civilly manatee) that both the
servant aad Ms master leave the
bona i before haa. tost.
he made a wary
tweea them Bad
Then. "It's klad of yew, Sallg
ha said; Tsa prsssHj grate
ful.
Ill any tans fea you; yen play
the game fairly ansa aaybedy calks
your attention to

Bight to you sad, I ssy, be kind
enough to shut the door as you go In.
I'll Just wait until you do."
The Rajput found no answer; conceivably, his chagrin was Intense.
With a curt nod be turned and reentered the house. Moto following.
Tbe door closed and Amber Jumped
briskly Into the gharl.
"Home, James," he told the gharl-wallaIn great conceit with himself.
"I mean, the Great Eastern hotel
and Juldee Jaol"
The driver wrapped a whiplash
round the corrugated flanks of hla
horse and the gharl turned the corner with gratifying speed. In half a
mlnuts they were In the Chltpur road.
In 16 they drew up before the hotel.
A Bengali drifted listlessly past a
bored and blase babu In a suit of
plnv satin, wandering home and
in nothing aave hla own
blani self and the native cigarette
that drooped languidly from his lips.
He pasaed within a foot of Amber,
and from somewhere a voice spoke
tbe Virginian could have taken an
oath tbat the babu's Hps did not move
in a clear yet discreet whisper.
"Tomorrow," it said; "Darjeellng."
Amber hitched hla cloak round him
and entered the hotel.
h,

CHAPTER XI.

shah Junction, Raj putaña Routs. , .
Then tonga to Kuttarpur. . .
Kan-ell'there and his daughter. . .
.
That's right, my man, throw me
out! . . ."
In
His downfall was spectacular.
his enthusiasm for tbe part he played,
he had erred to the extent of delivering a blow In Doggott's face, more
forcible, probably, than he had Intended it to be. Promptly he landed
sprawling on the station platform.
And the train continued on Its appointed way, bearing both Amber and
the Injured Doggott.
Thus they came to the heart of
Rajputana.
In the chill of dawn they were deposited at Badshah Junction. A scanty
length of rude platform received them
arid their two amall traveling bags.
They stood, then, forlorn In a howling desolation. For signs of Ufe they
had the station, a flimsy shelter roofed with corrugated Iron, a beaten
track that wandered oft northwards
and disappeared over a graealess
swell, a handful of mud huts at a
distance, and the ticket agent. The
latter, a sleepy, surly Eurasian In
pyjamas, surveyed them listlessly
from the threshold of the station, and
without a sign either of Interest or
contempt turned and locked himself
in.

Amber sat down on bis upturned
suit case and laughed and lit a cigarette. Doggott growled.
Presently the sun rose in glory and
sent its burning level rays to cast a
shadow several rods long of an enraged American beating frantically
with clenched fists upon the door of
an unrsponslve railway station.
He hammered until he waa a weary,
then deputized his task to Doggott,
who resourcefully found him a stone
"Not much time to dress, sir; we're of size and proceeded to make dents
due In less than 'alf an hour.
In tbe door. This method elicited the
"Even a tonga will be a relief after Eurasian. He came out, listened at--

The Tongs.
"Badshah Junction. Mr. Amber . .
. Badshah
Junction . . . We'll
be there in 'alt an hour . . ."
Inexorably the voice droned on, repeating the admonition over and over.
Mutinous, Amber stirred and grumbled In his sleep; stirred and, grumbling wakened to another day. Dog-gostood over him, doggedly insist-ten- t

tt

IN HARD LUCK.

wink deliberately
at Ambar the
while he broadly sketched for him bis
ancestry aad the manner of his Uto
at home and abroad.

Thunderstruck, Amber caught himself Just ss he waa on the point of attempting to drag the driver from his
teat and beat him into a more endurable frame of mind. He swallowed
the bint and gave up the contest
"I
"Oh, very well,", he concedíd.
presume you're trying to say there
Isn't another tonga to be had and it
can't be belped; but I don't like your
tone. However, there doesn't seem
to be anything to do but take you.
How much for the two of ua?"
"Tour servant aahlb? He cannot
ride In this tonga," asserted the driver Impressively.
"He can't Why not?"
"Tou can see there Is room for but
two, and I have yet another passenger."
"Where V
aahlb.
"At the first
where the mall tonga broke down last
night. Thle tonga, which I say Is an
excellent tonga, an aram tonga, a tonga for ease, la sent to take Its place.
More than this, I am bidden to go In
haste; therefore there Is little time
for you to decide whether or not you
will go with me alone. As for your
servant, he can follow by this afternoon's mall tonga."
Upon this ultimatum he stood, Immovable; neither threats nor bribery
availed. It was an order, he said; he
had no choice other than to obey.
Shabash!
Would the Sahib be
pleased to make up his mind quickly?
Perforce, the sahib yielded. "It'll
be Labertouche; he's arranged this,"
he told himself.
"That loafer said
he'd gone on ahead of us." And
comforted he Issued his orders to
Doggott, who received and acceded
Imaginto them with all tbe
able. He was to remain and follow to
Kuttarpur by the afternoon's tonga.
Climbing aboard, the Virginian settled himself against '.he endless discomforts of the ride which he foresaw; the tonga was anything but "an
aram tonga a tonga for ease;" there
was no shade and no breeze, and
the face of the land crawled with

First Tramp So Weary Willie Is
Suffering from brain fag. Is be?
Second tramp Sure t'lng. He dasn't
ask fer work no more cause be hain't
got brains enough ter think up soma
excuse fes not taking It if he gets it.

If You
Want
To Win
Back
Your Health
TRY

HOSTETTERS
STOMACH

BITTERS

It is a great help
in cases of Stomach and Bowel Ills
or Malarial Disorders. Try it today.

haze.
To a crisp crackling of the whiplash over the backs of the two sturdy,
shaggy,
ponies, the tonga
swept away from the station, swift
as a hunted fox with a dusty plume.
heat-bre-

The First Difficulty.
can marry any girl I please."
"Yes, but you can't please any."

flea-bitte-

"I

Amber leaned forward, watching
the driver's face. "Your name,
he enquired.
''Ram Nath, sahib." The man spoke
without moving his head, attending
diligently to the management of his
tongs-wallah?-

SUFFERED AGONY.

"

Backache, Headache and Dizziness
Caused Untold Misery.
Henry J. White, 416 No. 3rd St., Ft
Smith, Ark., says: "I suffered everything but death from terrible kidney
trouble. I did not have a moment's
peace. The urine resembled blood and
left a red stain when
It touched the linen.
When
passed, flra
could not have burned
more. I had awful
headaches and diary
spells and my back
ached constantly. I
began using Doan's Kidney Pills after
various remedies bad failed to help
me and was completely cured. I have
had no sign of kidney trouble sinos."
Remember the name Doan's.
For sale by druggists and general
storekeepers everywhere. Price 60s.

ponies.
"And

who
this other passenger,
awaits us at the
Ram
Nath Is he, perchance, one known
both to you and to me?"
Ram
Nath flicked the flagging
ponies. "How should I know?" he
brusquely.
"One,"
persisted
Amber, "who
might be known by such a name as,
say. Pink Satin?"
"What manner of talk is this?" da
manded Ram Nath. '1 am no child
to be amused by a riddle. I know
naught of your Plnk Satin.'" He
bent forward, shortening hla grasp
upon the reins, as If to signify that
tbe Interview was at an end.
Amber sat back, annoyed by the
fellow's Impudence yet sensitive to s
suspicion that Ram Nath waa playing
bis part better than his passenger,
that the rebuke was merited by one
who had ventured to apeak of secret
things In a land whose very stones
have ears. For all that he could say
their every move waa watched by inn
visible spies, of whom the
waste through which they
sped might well harbor
a hidden
legion. . . . But
perhaps, after
all, Ram Nath had nothing whatever
to do with Labertouche. Undeniable
as had been his wtnk, It might well
have been nothing more than an Impertinence
Meanwhile the tonga rocked and
bounded fiendishly over an Infamous
parody of a road, turning and twisting between huge boulders and In and
out of pebbly nullahs. Ram Nath tooling It along with the hand of a master. But all his attention was of necessity centered upon the ponies, and
presently his tulwar slipped from his
knees and clattered upon the floor of
the tonga. Amber aaw his chance and
put hla foot upon It
"Ram Nath," he asked gently, "have
rock-strew-

It Was Signed:
three days of this, Doggott," he observed, surrendering himself to the
ministrations of the servant
It wss the third morning succeeding
that on which he had risen from hla
bed in the Great Eastern hotel In
Calcutta, posa eased by a wild anxiety
to find hla way with the leaat possible
delay to Darjeellng and Sophia Kar-rea Journey which he waa destined
never to make. For while he breakfasted a telegram had been brought
to him.
"Tour train for Benares," be said,
"leaves Howrah at I: SO. Imperativa"
It waa signed: "Pink Satin.'
He acted upon It without thought of
disobedience; he waa In the hands of
Labertouche, and Labertouche knew
best Between the linea he read that
the Englishman considered It unwise
to attempt further communication In
Something had happened
Calcutta.
to eliminate the trip to Darjeellng.
Labertouche would undoubtedly contrive to meet and enlighten him, either on the way or In Bsasrss Itself.
In the long, tiresome, eventless Jour-sathat followed his faith was sorely tried; nor waa It Justified until the
train pauaed some time after midnight
at Mogul Serai. There, before Amalight to
ber and Doggott could
change for Ben area, their compartment waa Invaded by an unmistakable
loafer, very drunk. Tall aad burly;
eyee la a pasty pockwith
marked face, dirty sad rusty with s
week-olgrowth of beard: clothed
with sublime contempt for the mode
aad exalted beyond reason with liquor
a typical loafer of the Indian railways ha flung the door opea aad
himself Into Amber's arms, aim oat
knocking the latter down; aad reseated the accident at the top of ats
ll

d

Ton miserable, misbegotten blighter
of S wall-eyeAmerican" At this
point ha became anprlntably profane,
and Doggott fell upon him with the
Issssble intention of throwing htm
sat la the struggle Amber caught
hla eye. aad R waa bright with mean-ha"Pink Batter he hissed "He's
goae ahead. . . . You're to keep
Change for BeAV
en to Agra.
d

g.

...

"Pink Satin."
tentlvely to abuse and languidly to
their demanda for a tonga to bear
them to Kuttarpur, and observed that
the mall tonga left once a day at
three In the afternoon. Doggott
caught him as he wsa on the point of
returning to his Interrupted repose
and called his attention to the unwisdom of his ways.
Apparently convinced, this ticket
agent announced his Intention of endeavoring to find a tonga for the
aahlb. Besides, he waa not unwilling
to acquire rupees.
He
scowled
thoughtfully at Amber, ferociously at
Doggott, went back Into the station,
goaslpped casually with the telegraph
sounder for a quarter of an hour, and
finally reappearing, without a word or
a nod left the platform for the road
and walked and walked and walked
and walked.
An hour paaaed aa three. The beat
became terrific: not a breath of wind
stirred. The face of the world loet
Its contours In wavering mirage.
In-- the simple fulness of Asiatic time
s tonga came from heaven knew
where. Amber cot un and Iimv
t
'over with a Just eye aad a temper
none tbe sweeter for his experience.
It was a brute of a tonga, a patched
and ramshackle wreck of what had
once been a real tonga, with no top to
protect the travelers from the sun.
and accommodation only for thr, in
cluding the driver.
The Eurasian ticket agent alighted
and solicited rupees. Ha got them
and with them Amber's unvarnished
opinion of the tonga;
something
which waa not received with civility
by the driver.
He remained In hla seat a abort
swart native with aa evil countenance
and. serosa hla knees, s sheathed tulwar arguing with Amber In broken
English and abusing hla scandalously la Impureet Hindi, flinging at blm
tn silken tones untranslatable scrape
of basar BUUngagate. For, aa as explained in an audible aside to the
ticket agent. Ule sahib was sa
aad. being aa ignorant as moat
sahfba. could not anlsrstaad Hindi.
I
At this tas
Ills tamed away to
--

out-land-

you no

other armar"

"I were a fool had I not" The man
did not deign to glance round. "Ha
hath need of weapons who doth traffic with the Chosen of the Voice,
sahib."
(TO BB CONTINUED.)

From Smelter Acid.
It Is announced by the geological
survey that the discovery of phosphate
rock In Montana Is likely to have an
Important effect In providing aa outlet for the sulphuric add that might
be manufactured by the big smelters
there, but which Is now allowed to go
to waste end poisons the range within
a radius of thirty miles irons the
amelter works. The withdrawal of
the phosphate lands from homestead
entry waa announced some weeks ago
after tbe fields were reported by Hoyt
Dale, one of the field geologists. These
deposits are extensive sad are considered of great potential value. The
smelter trouble with the production
of sulphuric add fusses has been Investigated by tbe bureau of animal Industry of the department of agriculture. There have boon a number of
suits against the smelters, but they
have allowed tbe acid fumes to go ta
waste for lack of come profitable way
to employ thorn. With tbe combination of cheap sulphuric add and phosphate rock la dose proximity, the officers of the geological survey say
cheap phosphate fertilizers are a pos

Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Foster-MUbur- n
j

A love affair can end two ways:
in one the letters and pictures are
burned; in the other the letters and
pictures are forgotten.

Shortly after a romantic girl faces
the parson with the man of her choice,
her romance evaporates.
Smokers like Lewis' Single Binder cigar
for its rich mellow quality.
A woman's Idea of a goad figure depends on whether she Is thick or thin.
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(Jloudcroft Notes
a man of your sober habi;-migon occasions see a small i
Horn to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Maahe, bu1 toy pity sake. Mutt, Honnell Aug. 18, a baby girl.
be reasonable, a make forty-on- e
Ceo. H. Sellara made a baei
yaata old, a big ruty rattler ami
iieaa trip to El Paso Friday last.
every body saw it. Say Hawkins
The 4th Cavalry army boys
in the w hole town onto the com-- !

that

ht

bi nation, This could never liap-a- t arrived here last Saturday morning. We Were glad to see them,
pen among people drinking
and hope they will stay their
News.
Tucumcari
ereoir water.
time out.
re-b-

Don't expectorate in the park,
The Otero County teachers'
is the edict of the poli e depart institute held here opened Aug,
inent. It is a wise tiat and it 14, with forty-threteachers enought to he strictly enforced. rolled.
Bealtbaeekeri who need the
A. 0. Rigiand, District Forfresh air and the reatfulneu proof Albuquerque, was here
ester
tided by the city's beautiful
week
last
on business with the
tie breathing space should recog-tAlamo
Forest SuperNational
nize that this order is as much
visor.
for their own benefit as for

$680. F.

O. B

DETROIT

..FORD..

Have you heard of its recent accomplishments in New Mexico?
For Information address:

e

LEE

MALONE

Q.

Las Cruces

AGENT

New Mexico

o

the
The big dance at the I)dge
benefit of the general public
Saturday
night was a grand suc- to see that
and should
The
music furnished byj
it is carried out. Albuquerque cess.
the Fourth t avalry liana was
Morning Journal,
great.
It is Crandpa Roosevelt now.
The Sunday crowds here are
This is the last blow to a popular large just now, and those who
idol for the public will now
have the pleasure of visiting
pact Theodora to sit around the Cloudcroft will agree with the
house in his shirt sleeves rocking residents that we havea delighttbe cradle, and his Rough Rider ful summer climate.
uat
il hardly lit into the
Mrs. Rupert B. Redic of El
scenery. Albuquerque Herald.
Paso, who has been here visiting
A father spends $10,(Xki on his some time, returued to her home
son's education, $10,000 on his Thursday.
clothes, 12,01) on his cigarettes,
Preston B. Ball an employe of
on hig drinks, 110,000 on the C. C. Co., has been very ill
gambling, and fltS.iMM) on hjg the past week.
motor cars. What is the total
Ben. H. Rouw of Oklahoma
capacity of the boy at the age of
is here visiting his brother
City,
0T Koewell Register-Tribune- .
H. E. Rouw of this place.
'

drews has tried to do a good deal for New Mexico and New Mexicans, and the results of his efforts have been decidedly noticeable.
When he makes good in the present undertaking he will have
placed the people of Otero county under many and lasting obliga- -

Hughes' Grocery
"THE QUALITY STORE,"

THE SEASON'S

BEST OFFERINGS

ex-tion- s.

The communities and towns and cities that are wide awake
and doing things literally have publicity thrust upon them. The
drone towns pay, and pay well, for all of the little advertising that
they get. We made mention of this some while ago. We are re
minded of it again by a recent case in point : Mnuntainair is a
very small town, but it holds a very big Chautauqua. All the papers of New Mexico recently have made mention of Mnuntainair
and its Chautauqua. The daily papers carried column after column
of reports. The result is that everybody in the southwest knows
about Mountainair.

'

j

"spell-bindere-

County

Champ Clark, speaker of the House, is somewhat inclined to

SCHOOL NOTICE

s.

ful-

filled every party platform pledge. As a matter of fact, the demPupils attending the Alamoocrats did accomplish much more than was expected and hoped for. gordo Public Schools will be re
quired to pay tuition, unless
This issue of Tai Nkws is the first newspaper to be published enumerated in this District.
in Otero county since statehood for New Mexico waa assured. Chap. XCVII, Sec.
See Supt.
There is a good deal of hope in this office to the effect that Ta i George, High School Building. 9
Nbwb will continue its work in the new state for many years to to 8 o'clock each day.
281
coma.
Alamooordo Public Stbooi. Boaro

2.

The federal campaign law will be in force and effect when our
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Prince,
campaign in New Mexico is opened. It provides a limit of
Mísb Madrona and (ieorge, left
of candidates for the Houae and the Senate, and provides
Saturday night for their home
further that tha amount of expenditures must be published.
in Beardstown, 111., after a visit
Tai N aws prophesied for two or three weeks in aucceasion : with Mr. and Mrs. Chas. F.
Cooler next week, maybe." Rut the weather continuad hot, so Prince. Mr. Prince accompanwa gave up in despair, and left to others the game of prophecy. ied the party and will visit Ran-sa- a
As soon as we quit, the weather turned cooler. Perhapa the morai
Oity, St. Louis and Chicago,
is that one ought never to quit.
to make selections of fall goods.
a

We make a special effort, and so far have been
very successful in furnishing the best in the
eating line that the market affords. Our stock
of eatables is always fresh and we shall appreciate a visit of inspection any time.

Telephone Orders Always Receive Our Prompt Attention
Free Delivery to any Part of City.

00

The democratic party will make every effort to carry New
Mexico in the firat state election. Plans are being considered for
Sotice to Contractors
bringing in some of the national party leaders to assist in the
work. Other
"
of national reputation may also be
Bids will be received until
imported. There would be an enormous advantage to the party Aug. 21 for the construction of a
in carrying this first election. It is with a sigh of regret that we concrete block school building
consider the hopelessness of the democratic party's hope.
to lie built in School District No.
10, at Salinas, Otero county, N.
The Peñasco Valley Press, published at Hope, announced last M., on railroad. Plans and speweek that hereafter one of its pages would be devoted to the ad- cifications on file at office of
vertising of Montgomery, Ward and Company, and other mail orSuperintendent of
der houses. That is rather a drastic course to an nounce, but some- Schools, Alamogordo, N. M. Bids
times all other measures fail. The editor is on the ground, he to le sent to Frank Smith, Clerk
knowa the conditions, and certainly it is for him to proacribe the of School District No. 10, Salinremedy.
as. N. M.
28
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IN ALAMOGORDO
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Aug. 28. Delegate Andrews this morn- Washington D.
ing registered at the White lb. use and the Navy Department for
the first dreadnaught battleship now being constructed to he nam- Be also called at tha war
ed after the new state, New Mexico,
department ami made a reqaeat that the Fourth V S. cavalry un- der command of Colonel Steever ha station ed at Alamogordo until
sent to the Philippines. This request was made by the delegate
reqaeat of a lengthy petition received from Alamogordo. headed
(i. adv. and numerous ot her citizens
W. F. Carmack and
Major (.ieneral Leonard Wood took the telegram and
of thai city.
stated he thought there would be DO trouble in having tlii- - don
at the request of the delegate.
as with the delegate on both these in- Your oorreepondent
stances and can certify to this being a correct statement. Santa
Fe New Mexican.
The report printed just above will be interesting to the people
of Alamogordo and Otero county. The Fourth Cavalry is now enat Cloudcroft. Alamogordo will make a delightful place
retreat when the snow begins to fly in the mountains.
There would seem to be no good reason that the Fourth should
not stop at Alamogordo in preference to going on to Arizona, to
spend the interval before embarking for the Philippines. Mr.
Andrews is trying to secure the consent of the War Department,
and there is good re&sou to believe that he will succeed.
Mr. An- -

exult over the achievements of the extraordinary session of
He declares that the House, under democratic control,

1

Has a Regular Delivery Wagon

r

The people of New Mexico are ulut t Kt'iiiti a campaign
which will eloee art! tha noet important eloetioa tliat has aeea
Indeed it may Im Hm BHMTt important that Now Mexico will
held
'
I n
1.
these circa inetaaeei a short statement concernliol
ever
papa, may aesl aa out af place.
this
ing t lie policy of
'I' H I X
,,..l,t
i.ir.. ,.iu w.. mi ii), iw. rww
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"i" mnrun
rruu'H" wm ...
ur
of
republican
candidates.
the
to bfiag abeal the election
he
nut
should
apon
henee
principle,
rt
founded
political faith
inferred that we. art pledged to the support of any tnan who may
r honor at the hands af ItM repablicaa party.
seek
we boa
t.. carrv the announce- We have aaaee i i mh
of
the individual candidate and the
inents and the tate:i nts
a
by
the cempeiga committees, i nly this
literature pi) pared
r,
in
he
Everything
published
:
this
will
reaerved.
Ian
column a original matter will be written by the writer. All editorial commendation will be based upon the writer's belief in the
the "Thee he seek and will not le influenccandidate's ritness
ed by sny tuoiiey eoaaidaratiOB. There will he no varying from
I

OF EL PASO

liackward, turn backward, I
time in your flight ami give us a
Miden dressed propei and right.
92. fiO will make your combings
We are at weary f in itches ami
three-tehraiil which will
rats. Hilly Kurk clusters and intoa
any
prodece
style
hair dresspeach
hat. Wads if ing. Register hair. ofSend
money
jute hair in tbsftiMa pile, stack- order. Mi
Blake,
IN Houtb
ed un their bead i to the height
N. M.
Albuquerque,
of a mile. Something is wrong Amo St,,
with the maiden we fear. iie
FOR SAI.K
Work horse, one
M the girls an they used to apred BOW, .lerey cow ami calf.
pear.
iie us the girlies we Call "ii U. W. Arnold, mile ami
once knew of yore, whose ajarla a tialf east of town, on sanitarium
28tf
did not fume from a hair Sfwaa-ni- roed.
stcie. Maulen who dreastd
WANTED: Stock to pasture.
with a sensible view, ai.il just is
Addraaa
Ten Charles, Clowd-crofDa m e Nature intended them to.
Free telephone iron
Give aa a girl with bar figure ler
own ami faahionerl divinely by
.
...
.
Feminine sty s
nature alone.
A C' "
i'
til
r
HUÍ N
getting fiercer each year Oh, Inquire ..f Ü, Martin. Tenth
give aa the girl m they used to street iarier simp.
appear. r.i.
rOR SALE OK RENT, cheap,
10 aerea ia town of Alamogordo,
The Moo toy a Republican
and fence I, with
talhiag about a man by tha nar.e Cleared plowed Heady
to plant.
water right.
of Weal bringing in a snake thai A
hires. Dr. Paul Bariaajtar.
measured eight feet and its tai: 197 Dearborn St.. Uhicago,
itt f
tipped with forty one rattle-- .
He eottelndea by saying that
WANTED A good liee
nearly evary body in the city aaw
in every neighborhood
the make. Now. W. t'., this ii in the county. Call on u? or
some narrative on the subject of rite for particulars.
Til Nkws.
roahaa and while tha Hawi Jtf.
mighl ha paraaadad to believe
Iva-k- et

ABOUT THIS ELECTION BUSINESS

1

Elite Steam Laundry

Katee for advertisements in this column
one rent a word each insertion. Minimum charge 2fi renta.

SMITH. Editorial Writar.

GUTHRIE

ADS

Phone

81

L

R.

HUGHES

School Books
As we must pay cash for school
t
i
UOOK9 ami sell tnem on a very
close margin, we will aeil only
for cash.
W. E. Warren
2t.
a

a a

.

The Eating Question
Let Us Solve It for You

with a fine line of fresh staple Groceries from which
County Institute Closes
to make your daily selection. Then, too, we have a
Ihe Otero County teachers'
fresh daily supply of
institute closed Thursday morn
ing at ten o'clock. It was held
at Cloudcroft, and the weather
waa ideal throughout the session.
Come in and see us or phone your orders in.
Forty-si- x
teachers were in at National Bank
&
tendance, and it is generally
Block.
thought that this was the most
successful and beneficial insti
tute which has been held.
Several of the Alamogordo
teachers returned Thursday af
teruoon. Dr. Frank H. H. Rob
...ROUSSEAU'S REPAIR SHOP...
erts, president of the New Mexico Normal University and Prof.
"THERMQ8" The Bottle -- Try One
T. W. Conway of Raton, were
I laetrlcal Wiring Dene
here Thursday afternoon, en
route home. Prof. Chaa. D
Electric Fixtures and Supplies
(eorge spont s day or two at the
Slalcup Building. Naw York Ava.
Phona aa
O
institute, returning with Dr.
Roberts and Prof. Conway.

Green Stuff and Choke Finite
CUNNINGHAM

CO.

oooooooo

CO oooooooooooo

Hardy M. Riley of High
Rolls arrived Monday afternoon
and remained until Tueaday, as
the guest of Prof, and Mra. Chaa.
Mrs.

D.

eorge

No Muzzle on

This Paper
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OCAL-- TEMS
Mr. ir,
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MINSTREL SHOW

Mrs. W. K. Btaleap
Monday from a viit in
I

Cloudcroft.
Mrs. A.

Wednesday
Vk4l in

Kl

8, J.
veek-en-

d

Hulls.
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When?

Jackson retnraed
afternoon after a

Wolfinger

at

( Mml.-r- f

spent
t

Where?

the

and IIíeIi

At

Mr. J. W. Prude of Tillan.!.

'

rtiirnpl

home Tuesday after a
visit with Mr. m lwreniv.
0, K. Hartley of Orogrande
was a batiaess visitur iu Alamo-

Don't Wear An

gordo Monday.

.1.

M.

OF THE

CITIZENS' NATIONAL BANK

Going?
Yes, all the family.

no. WIS

ALAMOGORDO.

Price?

RESOURCES:

HOPE

SEE

TO

THERE

YOU

NOTICE

are comfortable because
they are designed and
boned correctly.
The right model in this
corset will reduce the hip

ter.

authorized to sell or deliver
any lumber on the grounds at my mill
in Haynes canyon, without a written
order from me.

J.

Miss Klla Jackson will enter- ent styles.
tain a dancing party Friday
One dollar and up buys
evening, at her home in College
a Parisiana corset.
Addition.

F. Keith parsed through
here Tut;-la- v
afternoon returning to Cloudcroft after a business trip Yo El Paso.

ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO

in Advene
Satisfac-

Keep Cool!

an teed

Lowest Net

Easiest
Term
A

G. C. SCIPIO, Hardware

to
$100
$ 200-Fr- om

tendent of the New Mexico

Methodist Mission, will oc
cupy the pulpit at the Grace M
K. church, Sunday morning and
evening. There will be special
music. The public is cordially
invited.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Holland
and Ward and John went to
Cloudcroft Saturday afternoon to
attend the ball. Mr. Rolland

returned home Monday, while

11

STARCH

r

seven-tenth-

I

o

Sent Anywhere in the United State on

30 DAYS'

s

DOWNS,
Clerk.

FREE-TRIA-

.VIE

L

w

WILL SKND to any part of the United States a baanttrol STARCJC PIANO.
oKDUBunv nil vwnr scmii. pouanaa rvvoivma top SIOOI. Wlin or
winalas
Ml
baila. Saarek'a Comolst Piano Instructor, all f ullr warraatad for IS
end
rears, on 30 Days' Pre Trial rlf ht in your own bom, without asking any money in
advance, and if yon do not find it the eaaeWamat, sii silnl
J tmi Biiawst araaW
saw sv baaed, and It la not entirety aatttactory and acceptable
flasse rmá have
fully
asad
yourself
and
tasases
asees
quita the
to
alaassS srlisd aleas aaase ta all
important testarea, then it may be returned to na. in which event wa will ataad the
frelsht charcas both ways. Ws trust yon and leave yon to be "both i odce and jury"
hence yea ara to be pleased or'there will be no sale, and the trial will not cost yon a
penny. Isn't that fair 1 Your banker or any commercial
will tall yo we ere
able ee well aa wttlin to make a nod on our guaran tea and all our III imiisse nnrtaglss
mente, hence you are eafe in acoeptiac oar proposition.

J. Q. GRANT,
"Veprietor of the

City Livery and Transfer
Is now ready for business.
Good ngs, careful drivers and
genteel treatment. Office up town just East of News office

Phone

Residence Phone 170

,

mr

A.

sragSui

mm

J. BUCK

onKrrm

UNDERTAKER

PHONE

for Our Special Advertís, Off ar to First Boyera in New Locaiitiwe
asad 3ae All Uwaacassary Seibas;
wseha st easy feejreei la deal wwh aa. ao natter a here yen ere lomead. We will
VERY EASY TERMS to suit your needs. Send for our Baaaufal desato Today.
STARCH PIANOS an WlrnittJ fir 25 Years, bit Tb
LAST A LIFETIME
I

ma. more
stmhokMAMOS
make

im

pianists

Write as today. Oar

o

and in used and rebuilt ptao oaatll0.no.
sre. siwaoaup. itena lor net. Church
A Parlor Ornee all etylso aad priesa.

of ua all. Send for ftpeetel Player Ptaao
Oatalesjws If lai

Hotel Southwestern
European

ttfal literature will

P. A. STARCK PIANO CO., Ssssfstrsrsrs
d Srersreeett,

Sixty

a. Wiaaaa Ave..

CHICAGO. ILL.

Beat

Rooms are Cool and
Comfortable. Dining
Room and Cafe Service Unsurpassed.

Yi

Dr.PRICE'S

J. C. JONES, Prop.

CREAM

Opposite The ParK

Baking Powder

sit-tee- n

Rolland and the boys stop
over
at High Rolls until
ped
Wednesday afternoon.
Mitchell Major has accepted a
position as stenographer and
clerk in the office of W. G. Roe,
general manager of the Alamo-gord- o D 1911
CHAS P.
seal
Lamber Co. and assistant
SOS
superintendent of the Alamogor-d- SHERRY HHKRR Y
and Sacramento Mountain Alamogordo, M. M.,
Attorneys for Plaintiff
R'y Oo.

Mr.

1

the
the same being a part of the northwest
quarter of the northwest quarter of section twenty eight (SS) in township
(IS) south of range tea (10) east of
N. M. P. M. and containing twenty-fouaerea, more or
(14) and
lees, which mortgage deed was given
the said Fisher to secure the payment
of said note and by the said Fisher assigned to this plain ilff And you are
aotlSed that unless you enter or eaaee
to be entered your appearance In this
ult oa or before October T. 191 1, a default judgmeat will ha entered agalost
you aad the said property sold to satisfy
said judgment, the In Ureal, eos ta aad
attorneys fee.
Witness my band aad lee sael of the
said court tarn ISth day of August. A.

Dealer.

Fac-

V

Kng-lis- h

burning wood

tory Direct.

I

-

Perfection Blue Flame 99

Jap-a-La-

Saying of

famous

HELP YOU DO IT

etc. If you have a lawn or intend to make garden, you will need
these goods. Glad to show them. We are agents for the famous
Sherwin & Williams Paints also

Factory
Price.

P. A. STAKCK. Pasa.

SCIPIO

Garden Hose, Lawn Mowers, Rakes,

tion Guar

J. S. Kerr has been quite ill
nearly all of this week. He was
Notice For Publication
threatened with an attack of in- DEI'AUTMKNT OF THE INTERIOR,
carnation of the kidneys, but is UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE
improving now.
at Las Cruce. N M.
August 10, 1911.
Art Holland of Carrizuzo was
here from Saturday until MonNotice
hereby given that Richard
day afternoon, iu charge of the W. Koihb, of Alamoeordo, N. M . who.
business while Frank Holland on July 28, 1010, niade Homenead
was at Cloudcroft.
entry, No. 04414 for
Section 33.
Township 16 S, Range E. N M F MeriMrs. Chas. P. Downs and her dian,
na Bled ooltce of Intention to
guest. Miss Thayer, went to make Final commutation
Proof, to en
Cloudcroft Sunday and then tablan claim to the land above decrlb.ame down to High Holla to ed, before Johu M Itowman, Probate
spend a week.
Clerk, at Alamogordo, N. M., on the
The excursion train from 4th day of October, 1911.
'loudcroft Sunday night handled Claimant name a wllnea:
the largest crowd that has ever Richard Dlllard, of Alamogordo, N. M.
M
leen recorded. There were two Sim T Bnwden, of
hundred and seventy passengers Henry Rutieil, of
on the one train.
"
of
"
Mack Mlttick,
(ONZA lbs.
Jose
K. B. Armstrong, cashier of
304
Begleier.
the First National bank, left
Tuesday morning on a business
Notice of Suit
trip into the Pecos valley. Henry S Evans, one of the directors,
Natloual Bank of New Met
is acting cashier.
Ico, a corporation. Plaintiff.
No. 10ST.
K. R. Blair, roadmaster for
J. Rowland. Dollle M.
the Southwestern at Duran, was 8Kowland
and Ernest H.
visitor here Tuesday. Mr. Fiber. Defendants.
Blair was at one time stationed
t Alaraogordo. in the employ of
The above defendant, S. J. Howland.
the same company.
Dollle M Rowland and Ernest H. Fish
Miss Jewel Bennett and her er, are hereby notlBed that a oult bas
twin brother, Jewett, will leave been B'ed aialatl them In the Slith
Haturday morning for their home Judicial DUtrlct Court of New Meiico,
in Vandalia. Mo. They have In and for the County of Otero, wherein
been visiting their sister, Mrs. the plaintiff seeks to recover ti Mu. on
with 10 ner cent. Interest from Mav ,
C. R. Foi.
i8io. ail costs of suit and attorneys fee
There will be preaching at the on one certain promissory note mad by
South Methodist church Sunday, 8. J. Rowland and Dollle M Rowland on
both morning and evening at the May ,me,ln favor of Ernest H. Fisher,
usual hours. The public cord- and by the said Fisher aeslgned to this
ially invited to attend.
plaintiff, together with a certain mortGao. H. Qivaji,
gage deed eoverlog the following prop
Pastor. arty: Lots one (1), two (), threw ). aad
4), of
Fisher sob division to
Dr. 8. Alonso Bright, superin fourTown of the
Alamogordo. New Meiico,

LET

Oil Stove much more comfortable cheaper than
We have all sizes in either gasoline or kerosene.

No Money

G. J. Wolfinger

Total $332,075.09
The above statement is correct.
S. G. PHILLIPS, Cashier.

$332,075.09

Get her a

For Sale By

T.

50,009.00
14,216.11
50,000.00
217,858.98

This is the season of the year when the good wife has
to contend with the heat in her household duties.

McRAE

H.

Capital Stock
Surplus and Profits
Circulation
Deposits

CITIZENS' NATIONAL BANK I

No person is

Look over the Saturday Even
ing Post carefully. It contains
a Dumber of interesting stories measure many inches,
and articles
lengthen the waist, and
Miss Blanche Chase of Barry, mold a large, developed
111., arrived last week aid will
make her home with her brother, woman to the slender lines
Im deeds to wear the presHufus Chase.

1911

LIABILITIES:

Loans and Discounts
$172,718.58
Banking House Furni9,000.06
ture and Fixtures
Redemption Fund
3,800.00
United States Bonds
50,000.00
Cash and Sight Exchange 96,556.46
Total

Hermione letl today for Kl Paso,!
where thav will spejid the win-

NEW MEXICO

At the close of business May 26th.

25 cents; reserved seats 35 cents.

pARISIANA

Hawkins and Miss

statement of condition

CONDENSED OFFICIAL STATEMENT

Sure Thing.

where.

the tig hall.
Mrs.

Fun?

Un-

Ask for your model in
Parisiana.
interests.
Mr. and Mrs. W. I). Taggart
It will give your fiui
Jeft last Ihursday night t.. spend the correct lines without
Tiieir vruon ai inir oxi Dome
strain or pressure any- in Michigan.
Sidney M. Parker returned
Sunday morning from his visit in
Denver. He reports an unus-- !
ually enjoyable time.
Mrs. W. K. Warren and her
guet, Miss Vera Warren, went
to Cloudcroft Saturday to attend

To study the annexed

the Armory.

comfortable Corset

Dr. Paul Burmaster of Chicago left today aster having spent
ten days here looking after his

WE ASK YOU
People who deposit their money In a banK should
Know something of its financial strength.
i nc statement win bear analysis ana on our merits
as shown in the statement we solicit your business.

August 31.

Paso.
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straight, honest. Cream of Tartar
Baking Powder. Made from Grapes.
Makes better, more healthful lood.
A

ISTABLISMSD

THE FIR8T NATIONAL BANK
A LAMOSOS!

NO

ALUM-N- O

LIME PH08PHATK

AMMBeON.
CAPITAL,

raw

from Crmm

act

IOOO

free.

C Stayar,

DO,

N. as.

v. rraa.

SL

B. AJUaaTrBUtHO.

S75.Q0O.N

mm m

Banking Hours), O e. m. to 3 p. m.
Exchange Sold on all the Principal Cltfea
on Approved Security

Tmrimr.

'a. M. Wyaata, c.

oiescToas
a

. Waa. . Brfeav SL

.
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The Outdoor
WOMLARI

Ruth

Alexander Pe

corriGtr by

S A MEGAPHONE

Railroad Caruso With a Cycioni
in Either Lung.

Í

Clyde Hayes, Who Calls the Trains lh
Chicago's Big Northwestern Station, Has a Voice Like a

HEADACHE

Foghorn,
Chicago. Clyde U. Hayes Is the rat
road Caruso. Every day from 3:30 p.
m. to 11 he proclaims the departure of

more trains than any other station
caller. His concert platform Is of all
steel construction and It Is located
way up near the splendid celling of
the new Northwestern railroad sta-

It is Nature's way of
showing a derangement of the stomach,
liver or bowels. Help

Nature with the best
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ITIIIN the pait few years
raprossiiHtlvui of outdoor
ports among the women
of this country have multiplied aud increased to a
greater extent than la any
Although
prevloua era.
In the years past there
have been a few devotees
strenuous
of the
mort
porta and recreations, the modern woman
has just begun to realize all that outdoor
life means to her, and the benefits ehe may
derive thereby.
A great number of the women who are
today living a life of health and pleas.ire
In the outdoor world have developed from
timid, feeble beings of no physique whatpleasures were
ever, whose only
found over cards and other social functions the nature cf which not only sa the
physical, but Impair the mental vltr.Ilty as
well. These women date their convalescent
period from the time these enervating
pastimes were abandoned for a life free
from petty worries and cares the life of
the great outdoors.
What a blessing it would be to womankind If
more husbands and brothers, being sportsmen
themselves, would say of tener: "Come, go with
me Into the woodland's cool retreat, to the clear
lake where lurk the wily bass, and the air la
filled with the fragrance of growing things," or
perhaps, "Come where Hob White i hiding in
the lonely willow swale."
As a rule, man is, or has been, a selfish creature where sport Is concerned, and until recent
years has considered his work well done when
after a fortunate day of sport he came home,
glowing with exercise and vigor bringing the fish
or game for the "meek and humble" wife to prepare. Uut mankind also la beginning to "see the
error of his ways," and each season there are
more and more recruits to the army of happy
men who have fitted their wives out with all
necessary equipment for the life outdoors,
whether to meet the requirements of the gentle
art of angling or the more exerting though not
less congenial recreation with the gun.
In the I'nited States, those women who have
asserted themselves, either for their Inherent love
for nature, nr the acquired attachment that Invariably springs up the result of close communion with nature have proven the equal, and
cot Infrequently the superior of man contestante,
in games that try the utmost skill and endurance In his or her special spnrt. To the woman
who has, as she will probably express It, "lost
her health," and w hose strength and courage with
which to combat every day tribulations Is fast
deserting her, the one physician who can answpr
every time as positive to a permanent cure Is old
Doctor Outdoors, and hie i .rlpt!ons are many
and varied. This physician will never advise a
timid, nervous woman to go for the first time,
armed with shotgun, nor would he tell a woman
who never had held before a more formidable
weapon thin a "straight flush" to start out after
big game without tome preliminary Instructions
In this line The first advice would be: Learn
to love the outer world, cultivate a taste for
natural beauty, learn to look, learn to listen,
learn to walk correctly, to tread the woodland
paths lightly, and learn to breathe, fully and
freely expsndlng. exhaling, till the blood coursing merrily through every vein brings a warm
glow to cheeks that have long been pinched and
faded.
In using the terms, looking and listening. I
refer to the cultivation of the senses, without
which life In the open air loses much of Its enchantment.
Cultivate the sense of hearing;
when out alone In the woods, pause occasionally
and note how many different sounds you ran hear
distinctly and remember. Perhaps It Is the music
of a stream as It ripples softly over a bed of
gravel; maybe It Is the voice of the waterfull as
It tumbles over great bowlders or through a nar- row gorge, and simultaneously you may hear
the twitter of feathered songsters In the neighboring trees, and the cry of some great bird of
prey on Its pilgrimage through the air. while
way off In the opposite direction comes the faint
tinkle of a cowbell While grapstng (hese separate, distinct sounds and storing them In your
mind your eyes hare kept busy
Perhaps you
nay notice a bent or broken twig or a bush near
by, so yonr eye Involuntarily follows the course
of the path and seeks the neit shrub to And
snore bent In the earn? manner. Tour ccaeluslons

tonic,

system-cleanin- g

OXIDINE

tion.

Thirty thousand people each day
lend appreciative ears as he skylarks
the suburban schedule on the Milwaukee and Qalena divisions, plus enough
overland trains to keep Chicago and
the 1'acltlc coast bound In close fel
lowship.
Presidents or tne i nuea
States, boy orators, world famous
evangelists, divinities of grand opera,
baseball umpires none of these ever
bad the constant opportunities of Train
Announcer Hayes to enlighten and
electrify a listening multitude.
Passing swiftly over the poor boy
and burning ambition section of his
life, we find Hayes in full charge of a
night accommodation train in Nebraska. Yes, until recently he was a railroad conductor, and waa treading the
threadbare aisle of a Nebraska ac- coinmodatlon, occasionally unhooking
a brightly nlckled lantern from his
left elbow and dropping off Into the
night to wigwag the engineer.
One day the division superintendent
of the Northwestern line at Omaha
summoned young Conductor Hayes into his grim presence.
"Are you aware, Mr. Hayes, that
you have been 'turned in' a number of

n

a bottle proves.
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60c. At
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The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly be overcome Djr
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable JM Sjaaxxyz
act surely and
PADTHft!
gently on the
r
Ever. Cure
Biliousness, tfSRS
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They do their curry.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PUCE.
nesa, and Indigestion.

Genuine must bear Signature

When the bill collector comes In "at
the door the dead beat hikes for the
cellar.

ir

Ton smiles fer s triste!. Always buy Tied
Croi Itall Lilue; have beautiful clear white
slut lies.

i

i

t
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Well Described.

Tommy Pop, wBat Is a theorist?
Tommvs Pod A theorist, my son.
Is a man who thinks he is learning to
swim by sitting on the bank and
watching a frog.

Jl
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are rapid. Some an,: al has passed that way.
As the twigs alone, ai id not the branches being
mutilated, you know i
animal has not rushed
by In fright, and the nipped leaves higher up
will Indicate the leisurely passage of some herbivorous animal, and If you feel inclined to follow this trail you will be rewarded in the end
by finding a stray horse, as at first surmised.
Not big game, far from U, bu. you have learned
one lesson In the bcok of woodcraft, which is
only a page of the n.a-- y volumes yet in store
It may have been
for the earnest student.
smaller tracks that have claimed your attention,
tracks that are visible in the sof earth. Learn
to distinguish those of a rabbit fron those the
squirrel has made. This Is easy If you will be
member that In running the rabbit places both
fore feet close together and sprecds the hind
feet apart, while the squtrraj places all feet at
nearly equal distance siart. In using the olfac-tor- ;
sense you can Stand perfectly still and tell
what trees or b':sh Is in blossom.
Truly, one season stent out of doors In cultivation and close observation will be of more real
benefit than years over books
1 hese things, then, are the first rudiments
toward that higher education, the eduction of
the outdoor woman. I'erhaps the most Important
thing to be considered during the preparatory
stage Is the clothing to be worn, for without
comfortable attire, advanced lessons will be of
little real benefit. Although the outing costume
varies with the Individual taste, and also with
the expense to be considered, still the most
opular and the one universally adapted to most
needs Is a suit consisting of a plain short skirt
worn over knickerbockers, a coat of .he same
material, which may be made plain for camping
purposes alone, or supplied with the proper
pockets for hunting and fishing
A soft flannel
shirt will be found more convenient than a waist,
and stout shoes worn with leggings are lighter
and less fatiguing than the high top boots, although they may be worn to advantage In colder
weather or where there Is a rough tramp to be
taken. A soft felt hat, or rap with generous
vl;or to protect the eyes completes the costume.
After simplicity, durability Is sn Item to be
8trong, serviceable duck, canvas and
considered.
khaki cloth are durable and easily cleaned, but
of recent years whole suits of waterproof mate
ri
ran be had at such reasonable cost that It
Is folly and a greater expense to make one's outing garments at home.
Cultivate a love for nature, which yfiu can do
with neither rod nor aun. the tse of whleh Implements of pleasure should come after the first
rudiments are mastered With new strength and
nerve gained through a life out of doors will also
come new courage and confidence.
In some respects the prevailing
variety of
sport Is characteristic of that portion of country
wherein It Is most Indulged. In the southern and
some of the eastern states, fos hunting Is one
of th most popular of recreations, as the physical features and topography of the country make
It the natural home of the fox, red and gray;
and In the sunny south for generations
fos
hounds have been bred with the exhilaration of
the chase In view; horses have been Judiciously
bred In order to keep np with the hounds; and
who saay say but that the beauty of the famous
especially of Kentucky, has not been
.:

1

established through generations of riding to
hounds in the open air, for It Is a sport that Is
Indulged In to a great extent by women, and It
is worthy of note that they have proved to be
the most fearless as well as most graceful of
riders.
In the wilder portions of the west where the
turbulent broncho and the fiery mustang hold
BU reme sway, riding Is one of
the prevalent
n odes of enjoyment, although In a very different
miriner from that of riding to hounds, for the
esters horsewoman differs as much from the
cultivated horsewoman of the south and east as
the broncho differs from the thoroughbred; and
yet the daughters of the west are fearless riders,
many of whom are expert ropers and spend their
spare moments In the healthful, albeit ruda,
atmosphere of the camp.
A
hery claims many devotees who are very
tl
;siastic over their favorite pastime, but as
yet he game of William Tell has not gained
preeminence. It seems to be growing la
pon 'arltv. however.
" re than a century before our beloved Izsac
n had published his Immortal work. "The
déte Angler." another book was written on
object so dear to the heart of the angler
this by a venerable dame. Julianna tterners. It
calTed "Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an
Angle," and even In that remote time (1496)
must have been the same existing charm
of ("itdoor life and proof that a woman might
;
by this recreation either beside still waters
or r inning stream, as demonstrated In the old
d
e'a words:
'it nede be the dysporte of
nge wyth an angle that causeth a long life,
And truly, what life can be more
i mery."
full of the sweet, seductive charm thin an outing
I
i a running brook?
T.ike a warm day in early spring when all
nat.ire la awakening from her long winter sleep.
Go away off "far from the maddening crowd" to
so:: - sequestered nook where the trees are beginning to wear their green dress of the season,
and where the lsrk sings. Take with you the
rod and little coaxer, and try your luck with
thi finny tribe. It Is not all luck, however, and
It Is Interesting as well as Instructive to note
under what conditions the greatest amount of
access ta angling can be attained.
From a practical viewpoint, angling has much
to recommend It as an enjoyable means of
n
atlon, aa the sport need not be made an
ev naive one. although with angling as with
all other sports, It may be made as" expensive as
one would wish, according to the richness of the
ou'fit to be employed and enjoyed. Many an old
fisherman, and any little boy will tell you that
he ran catch more fish using a pole cut from a
neighboring tree, with homemade tackle, than
wl:t: the most elaborate set of bamboo rods and
flys ever manufactured.
Trap shooting Is a great sport and clalma
nuti.ber of women devotees In this country aa
well as abroad; It Is said that Queen Margharita
of Italy la an adept with both shotgun snd rifle,
trap shooting being bar favorite diversion.
C.sdually but persistently the outdoor woman
and lover of this mesne of recreation Is asserting
herself, and at present tinte plana are under
way to perfect an organisation composed of the
women trap shooters of the United States. At
the bead of thta movement Is one of the most
entliuslssttc and able representatives of trap
shooting among the lair sex. More than ever
women are beginning to realise bow much outdoor life means to them, and they will soon And
that no one bat the doctor has a kick coming If
Ihey spend their vacation la the wilderness or on
the plains
My advice Is Throw your powder rags aad
medicine bags to the first stray goat you meet
and come with me Into the open." thereby placing your name upon the great roster aa an
out
aaas
l--
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A Matter of Repair.
"I see." said Hicks, "that they have
started a movement over In England to
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remodel the Ten Commandments."
"Remodel, eh?' snorted Dorklns.
"What a waste of time all they need
Harper's Weekly.
la restoration."
Expert Advice.
"How long does It take to learn to

'
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Caller Hayes.
times lately?" said the superintendent
to the conductor after the latter bad
nervously placed his cap on the edge
of the glass topped table.
Hayes trembled and his heart sank.
To be "turned in," In railroad patota,
means to be the object of complaints
by passengers.
"What have t done, sir?" he murmured anxiously.
"You have disturbed the sleep of a
large number of passengers on this
Une," said the superintendent "Letters have come to me from traveling
men who ride on your train, and they
say that when you announce a station
at night your voice not only wakea
them, but scares them and knocks
them out of a proper frame of mind
to do business the next day. Hereafter, Mr. Hayea, when calling out stations I wish you would not try to dls-- I
place the window panes or experiment
with sound vibrations on the bell rope.
Uut It seems that Mr. Hayes la a
walking library for volumes and vol
umes of stentorian noise. It couldn't
be auppressed, and aa be had no time
to attend a ball game and let out
steam on the bleachers, be had to re-- ;
sume his old habit of standing at one
end of a yellow car and closing the
loor at the opposite end by sheer force
or his low register.
Also he would
cough when Impelled by the platform
draft, and the stovepipe would col
j lapse
with a Jangling noise. For a
time the gentle patter of cinders
would be stilled and the volatile dente
'
In the water cooler would take np the
ecboea. At leaat, that waa the descrtp-- I
passen-- I
tion giren by the sleep-eaggers who signed a petition which was
tent to the big chief at Omaha era
mother month bad paased.
The railroad officials were deeply
puxsled by the case of Coaductor
Hayea, who bad proved himself reliable and efficient in every other way.
Borne one suggested putting bim on a
day run, where people sleep at their
own risk, or at the mercy of the train
butcher.
la the meantime the hilarious story
sf Coaductor Hayes and the sleepy
trammers found Its way to Chicago
tad Conductor Hayes waa ordered to
report here. He came wondering and
promptly he waa aet to work learning the list of train departures. Then
when the new station was opened,
like aa admiral on the porch of a battleship, be stood la his high balcony
and began bis Interminable
recitations la earnest For a day or ao be
wrestled with ecboea and aeoustle
snares, but now he has saaatered ta
problem of resonance la tae great atav

run an automobile?"
"You'll need about three days to acquaint yourself with the working pans
of the machine and a week to master
the vocabulary."
A

Clew.

did the accident happen?"
asked the reporter on the scene of the
railway horror, the Cleveland Plain
Dealer records.
"Somebody stopped the train by pulling the airbrake cord," answered the
conductor. "So the second section ran
Into us. It will take six hours to clear
the track so that we can go ahead."
"Six hours?" shrieked s passenger.
"And I was to be married today!"
"Have you any Idea who pulled the
rope?" continued the reporter, disregarding the Interruption.
"I didn't have until now," whispered
the conductor. "But what do you think
of that fellow tliat just butted In?
I'll sic the detectives on him."
"How

LUCKY MISTAKE.

Qrocer Sent Pko. ef Postum and
Opened the Eyes of the Family.

'

er

A lady writes from Brookllne, Haas.:
"A package of Postum waa aent me
one day by mistake.
"I notified the grocer, but finding
that there was no coffee for breakfast

ext morning I prepared some of the
Postum, following the directions very
carefully.
"It was an Immediate success la my
family, and from that day we hare
used It constantly, párente aad chll
dren, too for my three rosy young
ten are allowed to drink It freely at
breakfast and luncheon. They think It
delicious, and I would have a mutiny
on my bands should I omit the beloved beverage.
"My husband used to have a very
delicate atomacb while we were using
coffee, but to our surprise his atom
ach has grown strong and entirely well
alnce we quit coffee and bare been e
Postum.
"Noting the good effects la my fan
fly I wrote to my sister, who waa
coffee toper, aad after much persu
sloa got her to try Postum.
"She waa prejudiced against It at
first, but when abe presently found
that all the slhnente that coffee gave
her left aad she got well quickly aha
became aad remains a thorough aad
enthusiastic Poetan convert.
"Her nerves, which had become
shattered by the ess of coffee have
grown healthy again, and today she la
a new woman, thanks to Postum.
Name glvea by Poetess Co, Battle
Creek. Mich., and the "cause why" will
he found In the great nttte hoofs. The
Road to Weflvtlle," which eosaee Is
Skga.

SAVED

Amateur Makes Mistake Whan He
Seeks te Make Money In Such
an Avoeatlen.
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Second Coxey Army Threatens Capital

OPERATION
Plnkham's

millionaire worker IB the realms
By Lydla E.
trampdom, the mas who laid aalde the Vegetable Compound
dreea ihlrt for the blue flannel of the
Peoria, 111. "I wish to tot every
worker, la the moving spirit In thla
what Ljdia E. Plnkham'a reme
movement. Ha haa been In the valdies hare done for
ley towns along the Ohio or weeka
me. For two years
pushing the propaganda of thla latter-da- y
I suffered. The docehake
expected
to
la
crusade that
tors said I had tumors, and the only
the walla of Indifference and make K
remedy was the sur
possible for every man who wants It
geon s aniie.
Aiy
to have a 'Job.
mother bought me
Cozey waa the leader of the II rat
Lydia E. Bukhara's
of the great marches of protest. Hla
Vegetable Cora- men marched so far that the spirit of
pound, and today I
am a healthy wothe column waa gone long before It
man. For months
came within striking distance of
I suffered from in- Washington. It waa a fallare. The
army dwindled away, and but a hand- flammation,and yourSanative Wash re
lieved me. i our Liver mis nave no
ful of those that started on the moveequal as a cathartic. Any one wishing
How
and
ment stuck until the end.
of what your medicines have
hla lieutenants are studying the hla Sroof for me can get it from any drugtory of thla march and hope to profit gist or by writing to me. You can use
by the mlatakea of Coxey and hla my testimonial in any way you wish,
alda How hopea to make thla march and I will be glad to answer fetters."
Mrs. CmusTiAA Keed. 100 MuundSt,
a crusade agalnat thtnga as they are.
I'coria, 111.
Such an army aa he leada How
will show the nation the need of
Another Operation Avoided.
some action. Men have promised to
New Orleans, La. "For years I suffered from severe female troubles.
Join him from every part of the counFinally I was confined to mv bed and
try. Already the hobo tribes have resaid an operation was necesceived the call and are being notified the doctorgave
Lydia E. rinkham's Vegsary.
I
eaay
valley
In
to concentrate in the
etable Compound a trial first, and
dlatance of the actual starting place, was saved from an operation." Mrs.
which Is to be settled upon later. ArLilt Peyrotjx, 1111 Kerlerec St., New
rangements have been made whereby Orleans, La.
the cohorte from the weat will start
The great volume of nnsolicited tes.
earlier than those from the Ohio val- timony constantly pouring in proves
ley.
conclusively that Lydia E. Pinkhams
Vegetable Compound is a remarkable
remedy for those distressing feminine
Uls from which so many women suffer
one-kno-

WASHINGTON.

propose

to

soon

swoop down on thla city following In

the footsteps of Coxey's famous army.
James Bada How of St. Louis, friend
nf the proletariat and protector of the
wandering tramp, will bead thla great
movement that la to overflow Maryland, sweep Into the District of Columbia and apend Ita force agalnat the
walla of the national capítol and the
great buildings of state along the
Washington thoroughfares. It will be
the first march of protest alnce the utter failure of the Coxey movement
back In the '90s.
Somewhere between 250.000 and
of werkleaa workers are expected
to Join la the march of the discontented. The campaign to gather them
op la already under way. The first
plana for the great march were made
last spring at the Hobo convention In
Milwaukee. These have alnce been
perfected and It la hoped now that
half a million from the party of discontent will Join the protesting column
In Ita march upon the capital city.
Jamea Bads How. the St Louis
600.-00-

0

Midshipmen May Early Become Ensigns
congress acta favorably on a
ITrecommendation
made by the board
of visitors to the United Sutes Naval
academy and Indorsed by the secretary of the navy, a young man who
haa completed the course at the academy will be commissioned an enaign on
graduation. Under the present law a
graduate doea not get hla commission
aa an enaign until he haa completed
the two years' cruise at aea. Thla law,
It la asserted, diacrlmlnatea agalnat
the graduates of the Naval academy.
A graduate from the Military academy
at Weat Point gets hla commission aa
a second lieutenant on the day of graduation, and a salary, which a graduate
of the Naval academy cannot obtain
until he haa taken hla two years'
cruise.
Midshipmen receive $600 a year
while at the Naval academy, under the
new pay table, and during the two
years they apend at sea they receive
11,400 annually. Not until they have
paaaed their final graduation that la
to say, not until they have completed
their two years' cruise can they get
the $1,700 which la paid to graduates
from Weat Point to become second
lieutenants and rank with ensigns.
The board of visitors to the academy has been urged to favor another

Chnimi and
Promote

Alaskan salmon
of the fresh-wate- r
sculpln. called also "millers
or "blob," la
thumb," "bullhead."
urgently demanded. It la a worthleaa
flab, with a tendency to feed on salmon fry and salmon eggs, and haa a
voracious appetite and wonderful digestive apparatus.
Barton A. Bean and Alfred C. Weed
of the division of fishes. United States
National museum, recently have Investigated the "blob" and find that It la
extremely destructive to salmon eggs.
These flab have no trouble gathering
In the fry, two or three Inches long,
and occasionally manage to corner
some larger ones.
Fourteen bloba were found to have
made way with 39 salmon and 46 egga,
an average of almost three salmon
and a little ever three eggs for each
fish. These blobs were not at all par

BALSAM

th, b
Mta towCl

a huunant

to Bastar
one
Stfir
Color.
lu Youthful
Ble torails
Curca acslp itoM
hair
ouc ano ij, r

THEY

Uncle Sam Fights to Save the Salmon

Interest of
INthetheextermination

PARKER'S

HAIR

change In the regulations of the
school, but It has not yet consented
to do so. This change. If granted,
would raise the bar which now prevente a midshipman from marrying until he haa completed hia two years'
cruise, or In other words, has obtained
his commission aa enaign.
The prohibition agalnat marrying
until final graduation la based on the
assumption that the midshipman la
not receiving salary enough to enable
him to support a wife. The plea la
made that thla regulation diacrlml
natea agalnat the midshipmen. There
la no bar to a graduate of Weat Point
marrying aa soon an he receives his
commission aa second lieutenant.
The board of visitors to the Naval
academy hopea to be able to persuade
President Taft to recommend In hla
December message to congress that
midahlpmen be made ensigns on the
day of graduation.

ticular about holding to the average,
aa some of tbam had exceeded It materially, nor did they bear out the theory
well known to every fisherman that
the bait la first turned by the flab and
swallowed head foremost. The bloba,
It seems, eat them both ways.
The destructive average of the blob
la eatlmated at six aalmon a day,
which la maintained for about sixty
day a a year. Thla would make the destructive capacity of one flsh total 360
aalmon annually, to aay nothing of the
little trout gathered In and sometimes
little bloba. The latter kind of feeding, however, meeta with the approval
of the flsh experta.
Bloba In general are bottom flab and
prefer to remain hidden under stones,
etc It la Just In similar places that
young aalmon and trout hide at certain hours of the day, usually when
the aun la hotteat. It la then that the
bloba can get them with the least difficulty. For this reason. It la believed,
the stomach contenta of each of the
blobs examined represented one day'a
feeding and that under proper conditions (when the aalmon egga or young
asme
aalmon are available) the
amount would be eaten each day.

Army Has a Mobile Fireless Kitchen

other

8AM. like so many other
housekeepers.
alert and
Is an advocate of tireless cooking. To
further satisfy himself of the efficacy
of thla feature df preparing meato, he
haa set aside, through the war department. IS. 000 for the construction and
testing of the equipment of the mobile
kitchen, which la the invention of
Capt Frederick Btopford. of the coast
artillery corps, poet commissary at
the Presidio of Baa Francisco,
This rolling field kitchen Is designed
to feed men In tike field on the march.
And It to owing to the good service It
has given, and which elicited praise
frees the sal oars ta i amasad, that the
device to ao highly thought of by
Uncle Sua. The vehicle Is equipped
with a seJLdent nesaher of air-tigeompartmeata te prepare the lanass
lor two companies of Infantry or
troops of cavalry, the outfit being arranged to moeat on aay sort of wagon
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ARTHUR PETER A CO., Canora I Agents, Leuisvil In, Ky.

CHILLtTONIC

There are but few sure things In
this old world.
One of them Is the
uncertainty of a woman's age.

CASTORIA

EUREKA SPRINGS
ARKANSAS
TIE

The Kind You Have
C

Always Bought

ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
Vegetable Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Regula
ling the 5 tomachs and Bowels of

0E THE 0ZARKS

RESORT

Yours for health or pleasure. Round
trip tickets on sale daily. A beautifully illustrated booklet free, also
Write,
rates snd information.

For Infánt and Children.

D. WHITNEY,

Traffic

N. A. B. B.

Ma

Eureka Springs

Bears the

Princeton Collegiate Instituto
Pre pareo for aay college. Junior college oosraa
fur graduate of accredited acboola. Strong acaoV
arshlp and womanly character Soreloaod. Besan
department for aereo ty gtrla. Healthful location, fine bonding
gymnasium, and roclo I 111
ground. SBB ear all neceeeary exponaea lexaoae
mnsle. for a year. Bam oar and training ale
where ayju to vol aur circular, man
application blank, address
L M. TAYLOR. Principal. Princeton,

Signature
Promotes Dige jh'on.Cheerful-nessanRest Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

Malaria

Cure Fer

tonic of 40 years' success. Containa no
arsenicor other poisons. Unlike quinine, it leavea
no bad effects. For aale by druggists and merchants. If your dealer can't supply it, write to

A general
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Be happy. Use Red Cross Ball Blue;
much better than Intuid blue. Delights
tus laundress. All grocers.
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Use
For Over

perfect Remedy forComtlpe-tio- n
. Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s
and LOSS QF SLEEP.
A

Facsimile Signature of

Tut Ccktaur

Thirty Yesrs

Company.

NEW YORK.

guaranteed irwder I he Food raj

CASTORIA

IS

WESTERN

pus-slin- g

DISTEMPER
of hoi

well as dog, cured and other in
stable prevented from having the
wuh SPOI1 N"8 DISTEMPER
CURE.
Every bottle guaranteed
Over 000,000
bottles cold lirt year I SO and l 00 Aay
good druggist, or aend to manufacturer
Agenta wanted. Spoon Medical Co, Spec.
Contagious Diseases, Ooahen, lad.
a

Refreshing Sight.
"Peeling blue today?'-Yea.-

"Lst's go down to the bank and
at some money."
TsO the dealer yon waat a Lewie'
' straight 5c cigar.

a bout,
way
I

ta

AGENCY

DETECTIVE

(leñera! doaectlre bvataeaa transacted In all aanaaaT
t he world.
CunSdentlal InreetlgaUon of a
character speedily executed r..r corporaUoan ana
IndlTldnala Will t. Melrer. Manager. Unite SHVII
lierssow us Bidg . pbon Bato. Oklahoma city.

ljUna

STOCK

?Sú5 LIVE

to OKLAHOsU CITY NATIONAL STOCK YARDS.
Best Prices.
Cattle. Hogs, Sheep.
Only one In Oklahoma.

naiaaey and drug

year.

In

TIE KEELEY INSTITUTE
220
lies tl. left 7. Willi ii Can,

Distinction.
Mrs. Gsddy There arc some dls- Unctions in life which are very
to me.
Professor Pundit Like what, for In- stance?
lira. Gaddy When you write every- thing bad and mean In a man's life In
a book for everybody to read, It la
biography; but when you Just tell the
same things to a few people on a front
porch. It's gossip.
forma among all age

St. Luols

Oklahoma Directory

as su

KER

A

In all its

SHOO.

Ua ateail Solldln

Copy of Wrappar.

Pro A Partisan Mesara. Rossmsa
and McCosker are sn Insurgent pair.
Aatl Partisan At all events, they're
not a Van Sickle pear.

nils.

CK-Ci-

Off fc 4Tf Tywn4IT9
COCA-COCOMFAJTT
Atlaaia. Ga
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Putting on Airs.
Mrs. Flubber is a very superior person."
"Oh, very. You'd think she had
been to a half dozen coronations."

"When my first baby was six months
old he broke out on his head with little
bumps. They would dry up and leave
a scale. Then it would break out
again and It spread all over hla head.
All the hair came out and his head
was scaly all over. Then his face
broke out all over In red bumpa and
It kept apreadlng until it waa on bis
bands snd anna. I bought several
boxes of ointment, gsve him blood
medicine, snd hsd two doctors to treat
him, but he got worse all the time.
He had It about sli months when a
friend told me about Cutlcura. I sent
and got a bottle of Cutlcura Resolvent,
a cake of Cutlcura Soap and a box of
Cutlcura Ointment In three days
after using them he began to Ira-prove. He began to tske long nsps
and to stop scratching his head. After
taking two bottles of Resolvent, two
boxes of Ointment snd three cakes of
Soan he waa nunrl and well, and never
bad any breaking out of any kind. Hla
hair came out In little curia all over
his hesd. I don't think anything else
would bsve cured him except Cutlcura.
"I bare bought Cutlcura Ointment
and Cutlcura Soap aeveral times since
to use for cuts snd sores snd have
never known tbem to fall to cure what
I put tbem on.
Cutlcura Soap is the
best tbst I have ever used for toilet
(Signed) Mrs. P. E. Harpurposes.'
mon. R. P. D. 2, Atoka, Tenn 8ept
10, 1910. Although Cutlcura Soap and
Ointment are sold everywhere, a sample of each, with Si page hook, will
he mailed free oa application to "Cutl-eura,- "
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plainly printed on erery hotue.
The T. rumia
show
i' is simply ymnine and Imn in a taste- 1m a form.
The Onln.no drires oot tho malaria
and tbo ron builds np tbo sysiem. Sold by aU
if B reara Price to cenu.
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HAIR ALL CAME OUT

naa.

DELICIOUS
REFRESHING
THIRST -QUENCHING

New Kngland says:
"Uu;r. Flsh, Wlthlngton and Fisher,
the successive Harvard football captains, have been notable examples of
the scholar in athletics at Harvard.
Hamilton Fish's appointment as an Instructor in government at Harvard is
an Index of his mental caliber."

Speaking of family poker parties,
this really happened:
A young married couple attended
such a session at the home of a neighbor the other night. And when this
young couple got home, the female
end of the sketch said:
"Jim, I hate to say anything about
the Halls they seem to be nice people. But I'm afraid they cheat at
cards."
"Nonsense!"
"I knew you'd aay that, and it's dear
But
of you to be so unsuspecting.
well, what waa the price of the chips,
tonight? Five cents each? That's
what I thought. Jim, I examined
those chips carefully, and they're the
rery same thing that I could have
bought at Jones' store for a dollar a
hundred in all three colors, too!"

lasava'laiaa

a,

who keeps
on things athletic in

Experienced Shopper, Who Waa Wise,
Put Hubby Onto Facta of
the Case.

BABY'S

As sparkling, wholesome and refreshing as a spring
house icicle. So next time you re hot or tired
or thirsty, if you're anywhere near a place that
go in and give yourself a
sdn Coca-Colreal treat.

Athletes Who Mods Good.

Their Specie.

ht

day."

Wal'er Barnes of Boston,

Dept. 10 L, Boston.

of a targe Improved field range with
hot water attachments, a large tank
for carrying hot water, and compart-meat- s
for meat sad utensils About
three head red mea. or a squadron of
cavalry or a bat tallos of Infantry, can
w provided for by this kitchen, the
mrnrrr of preparation being to arrant meals tor two OOOapaalos by
first bringing to boiling ea the range,
and then pwtttag the food Into the

want to

win t er weat her and sparkling frost ;
if you want to forget the hest and the
dust and thethirtt for real, cool comfort

Commissioner Wsldo, with s
Isugh. produced the letter. Written
la a large, boyish hsnd. It ssld:
"Deer sir Your winder wss broken by a bad bol wat tbroo It throo
four thee plrpus. The ball beelonged
two me. but an eneme of mine
sneak' 'I it and did the deed to put
the bíname on mee. I am sorry he
did It. nnd that It have give you grate
pain, nr.d I have persecuted the per
peetr, '. r wot done It. But you would
not have thee Innocent suffer fer the
gllty, so, If you drop tnee bsil over
the garden wall. If you don't be
wan: -- i.Signed) Innocent."

.

IINCLE

If

Police Commissioner Waldo of New
York was talking about blackmailers
"They are, aa a rale, stupid," ho
said. "Their tbreatealng letters sre
aa ludlcroua In their stupidity aa a
letter a friend of mine received the

Cooling
Icicle
aa anthink
of crisp
you

And

of

An army of

BE ART

BLACKMAILING MUST

a'a Ufe can be no larger
objects to which It la given.

i

50,000

Men Wanted

in Wastern Canada
300 Million Bunhele
Wheat to be HarvoetexJ
Ranrsst Help la Groat Demand
Reporta from the Provinces of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
(Western Canada) indicate one of
the best crops ever raised on the
continent To harvest this crop will
require at least 50,000 harvesters.
Low Raton Will be) Glvnn
on All Canadian atoada
Excursions sre run daily and full
particulars will be given on application to the following aut horued Canadian Government Agent. The rates
are made to apply to all who wish to
take advantage of them for the purpose of inspecting the grain needs of
Western Canada, and the wonderful
laysSSTtllilillsa there offered far those
who wish to invest, and also those
who wish to take up actual farm life.
Apply at once to

IM W. 9tt St. Kansas
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BRONCHO BRAND
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MECH ANO THERAPY
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n Coaaplet Hyatern of Natural
(Druglaaa)
,
HVallng and lu. ludes
Chiropractic, etc. Itoffem
kf n and Women a Vary Profltable Prufeaasaa)
that laNnt Crswlig I dealred you can Stnstn
I Hens without loan nf tins or anrutngn.
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County, because it is representative of the best interests of
all the people.
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hereby given that Albert
rtacb, of Weed, N. M., who. on June
.'4. Hill, made Homestead entry. No.
.MU, for SWNWt, Section 4, Towo-shiat La - Cruce. New Meilco.
I s. Range IS E, N M P Meridian.
June 34. 1911. h.t tiled notice of Intention to
make
Notice ta hereby given that Albert Ii 1 nal Ava year Proof,
to establlth claim
Strauss, of Alamogordn, N. M who, on to th Mid above described,
before Jobo
Keh .'1. luon. made Homestead entrv at.
Howman, Probate Clerk, at Alamo-gordo- ,
N... 4SM iol7o.1i. for WJiNEX. NVNi-N. M. on tba 13th day of August
HK: loU and 2, Section Sl.Townfblp lttt
S. Range lo K. N M V Meridian, baa
Claimant name. a witnesses.
tiled notice of Intention to make Klnrl
lobo L. Oreen, of Weed. N M.
Ave year Proof, to establish claim
to .lamea II. (ireen, of Aiamogordo. N M
the ail above described, before John Laa
of Wcad. N M.
Orn.
M. rtowiuan, Probata Clerk, at Alamo
Hampton Ween,., of Weed. N M.
gordo N. M on the 2tb day of August,
JUüE UONZALEM,
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Clarence Q. Wlllard. of
Bart H Kanady. of
"
DfCPABTMBNT
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Regltter

District Court. 8ixtb Judicial District,
Territory of New Mailco, County of
Otero.
John C Kerrler, plaintiff, v.
John C. Hubert.. Malluda J BoberU.
and J. C. Wliiiarui, defendants. No.
1040.
Th defeodaut ara hereby Doll
fled lhai suit ha been Instituted against
you by the above named plaintiff in the
above sty led court and cauta to recover
judgment agalutt you for th
uui of
979 BO, with Inure.t thereon at
eight
per eent per annum Irom September
1th. 11X17, until ludfjnient with i.
cent additional attorney' fee gud that
tald Judgment hoar Interest at eight per
eeot per annum until paid, aud for cott
of full, and for judgment of foreclosure
Register
of a certain mortgage ,rilted by Job
C. Robert, and Mallnda J. BoberU,
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Land ofBce al
aaa. oa the following properly, to ail:
( rucea.
Mailco.
lot fifteen of block aeventf-twof Ike
Juaa
111. Towo of Aiamogordo, Olero Couaty,
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